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Columbia, S. C. 
t 
DEGREES CONFERRED BY POSTSECONDARY INSTITUTIONS 
IN SOUTH CAROLINA 
ACADEMIC YEAR 1987 
Introduction 
This tabulation of academic degrees and other awards has been compiled by the South Carolina 
Commission on Higher Education primarily as an aid to institutions and to state-wide planning for 
postsecondary education. The data are tabulated from information furnished to the Commission and 
to the Center for Education Statistics on the Completions Form of the Integrated Postsecondary 
Education Data System. 
All institutions which reported awards in a given subfield are listed immediately following 
the entry for that subfield. State-supported institutions are listed first, followed by private, 
or independent colleges. A zero (0) indicates that a program was offered, but that no degrees were 
conferred during that year. A blank space indicates that the program was not offered at that level. 
i 
S. C. Commission on Higher Education 
1333 Main Street, Suite 650 
Columbia, South Carolina 29201 
PUBLIC SENIOR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
The Citadel 
Clemson Unversity 
College of Charleston 
Francis Marion College 
Lander College 
Medical University of South Carolina 
South Carolina State College 
University of South Carolina - Aiken 
University of South Carolina - Coastal 
University of South Carolina - Columbia 
University of South Carolina - Spartanburg 
Winthrop College 
TWO-YEAR CAMPUSES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
University of South Carolina - Beaufort 
University of South Carolina - Lancaster 
University of South Carolina - Salkehatchie 
University of South Carolina - Sumter 
University of South Carolina - Union 
PRIVATE TWO-YEAR INSTITUTIONS 
Anderson College 
Clinton Junior College 
Columbia Junior College of Business 
Neilsen Electronics Institute 
North Greenville College 
Rutledge College - Charleston 
Rutledge College - Columbia 
Rutledge College - Greenville 
Rutledge College - Spartanburg 
Spartanburg Methodist College 
List of Institutions 
ii 
PRIVATE SENIOR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
Allen University 
Baptist College of Charleston 
Benedict College 
Bob Jones University 
Central Wesleyan College 
Claflin College 
Coker College 










Sherman College of Straight Chiropractic 




Aiken Technical College 
Chesterfield-Marlboro Technical College 
Denmark Technical College 
Florence-Darlington Technical College 
Greenville Technical College 
Horry-Georgetown Technical College 
Midlands Technical College 
Orangeburg-Calhoun Technical College 
Piedmont Technical College 
Spartanburg Technical College 
Sumter Area Technical College 
Technical College of the Low Country 
Tri-County Technical College 
Trident Technical College 
Williamsburg Technical College 
York Technical College 
Introduction 


















Table of Contents 
Subject Matter Area 
Agribusiness & Agricultural Production 
Agricultural Sciences 
Renewable Natural Resources 
Architecture & Environmental Design 
Area and Ethnic Studies 
Business and Management 
Business and Office 
Marketing and Distribution 
Communications 
Communication Technologies 
Computer and Information Sciences 
Consumer, Personal & Miscellaneous Services 
Education 
Engineering 


















































Parks & Recreational Activities 
Leisure & Recreational Activities 















































Mechanics and Repairers 
Precision Production 
Visual and Performing Arts 
Agribusiness & Agricultural Production 
Agricultural Sciences 
Renewable Natural Resources 
Architecture & Environmental Design 
Area and Ethnic Studies 
Business and Management 
Business and Office 

































Computer and Information Sciences 
Consumer, Personal & Miscellaneous Services 
Education 
Engineering 



























3100 Parks & Recreational Activities 
3600 Leisure & Recreational Activities 
3800 Philosophy and Religion 
3900 Theology 94 
4000 Physical Sciences 
4100 Science Technologies 95 
4200 Psychology 
4300 Protective Services 95 
4400 Public Affairs 
4500 Social Sciences 
4600 Construction Trades 95 
4700 Mechanics and Repairers 96 
4800 Precision Production 98 
5000 Visual and Performing Arts 100 
Total Degrees Awarded by Institution 101 
U. S.0.E. PROGRAM NAMES M/\S IER'S TAXO NOMY + INSTITUl IONS ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1 Sl PROr. SPECIALIST DOCTOR'S 
1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
010 10100 AGR ICULT URAL MECHAN IZAT ION 
CLEMSO N UNIV ERS I TY 
0 10 10 10 1 AGRI CULTURA L MEC HANI ZATI ON & BUS IN ESS 
CLEMSO N UNIV ERS I TY 9 
0 10 10200 AGRIBU S IN ESS 
s.c. STATE CO LLEGE 9 0 
0 101 020 1 AGRIBU S IN ESS l EC HN OLOGY 
ORANGEB UR G-CALHOUN TEC HNI CAL COL LEGE 0 
0 10 10 300 AGR ICULTUR AL ECO NOMI CS 
CLEMSON UNIV ERS I TY 5 
0 10 1030 1 APPLIED ECONOMI CS 
CLEMSON UNIV ERS IT Y 
01 0 10302 AG. ECONOMI CS & RURAL SOC IOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIV ERS ITY 6 
0 10 10 '-l OO FARM MANAGEMEN T 
BOB JON ES UNIV ERS ITY 2 
0 103 0200 SWIN E SC IEN CE TEC HNOLOGY 
FLOR ENCE -DARLINGTO N TEC HNI CAL COLLEGE 0 
0 1060 100 HORTI CULTURAL TEC HNOLOGY 
TRID ENT TEC HNI CAL COL LEGE 16 
TO TAL AGRIBUS IN ESS & AGRI CULTURAL PRODUCT ION 18 2ll 6 0 
1 
U. S.O. E. PROGRAM NAM ES MA STER'S 
TAXO NOMY + INSTITUTIONS ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPEC IA LIST DOCTOR ' S 
1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
02020 100 ANIMAL SC lrNCE 
CLEMSO N UNIVER S ITY 
02020 10 1 ANIMAL SCIENCE TEC HNOLOGY 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
02020500 ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY 
CL[MSON UNIVERSITY 4 
02020600 DAIRY SC IENCE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 0 
02020900 POULTRY SC I ENCE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 0 
0202990 1 ANIMAL INDUSTRI ES 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 25 
02030100 FOOD SC I EN CE 
CLEMSO N UNIVER S IT Y 8 
02030500 PACKAGING SC IENCE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSIT Y 0 
02030600 FOOD TECHNOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 0 
02040200 AGRONOMY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 4 5 
2 
u. s . o. r. 
TI\XO NOMY 
PROGRAM NAM ES 
+ IN S fl fUl ION S 
02040200 AGRONOMY 




SPARTANBURG TE CHNI CAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
02999902 ANIMAL AND FOOD INDUSTRIES 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
TOTAL AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
03020201 NATURAL RESOURCES MANI\GEMENT TECHNOLOGY 
SUMTER AREA fECHNICAL COLLEGE 
03040400 WOOD UTILIZATION 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
0304 0401 FOREST PRODUCTS TECHNOLOGY 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
03050100 FORESTRY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN fECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOlAL 
03050600 FOREST MANAGEMENT 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
MI\ S fER ' S 
I\ SSOC. BACHE LOR'S 1S I PROF. SPEC IA LIS f DOCTOR'S 
1987 198 7 198 7 1987 1987 
10 --1-0 






























U.S.O.E. PROGRAM NAMES MASTER'S TAXONOMY + INSTITUTIONS ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPECIALIST DOCTOR'S 
1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
03059901 PRE-FORESTRY 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 0 
TOTAL RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES 18 19 3 0 3 
04020100 ARCHITECTURE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 2 25 
04030101 CITY ANO REGIONAL PLANNING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 5 
04039900 ARCHITECTURE/CITY & REGIONAL PLANNING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 0 
04040100 ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 67 
04050100 INTERIOR DESIGN 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 20 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 9 
ANDERSON COLLEGE 6 
SUBTOTAL - 6 ~ - -0 - - 0 --0 
04999901 BUILDING SCIENCE & MANAGEMENT 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 11 
TOTAL ARCHITECTURE & ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 6 109 30 0 0 
05010700 LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 0 
,.. 
l~ 
U. S. o . I . PROt;H /\M NAMI S MM; II H' S 11\XO NOMY + IN S T I IUI ION S ASSOC . ll/\CIILLOR' S IS I PHOI. s rr CIA LIS I UOCIOH'S 1987 198 7 19 8 7 198 7 1987 
0 50 1990?. SOUTHfRN STUD I ES 
ERSKINE COLL[Gf_ () 
050?.0100 AfRO-AM ERIC/\N STUDIES u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 0 
TOTAL AREA AND ETH NI C STUDIES 0 0 0 0 0 
06010100 BUSINESS AND COMMERCE, GENER/\L u.s.c. - COASlAL CAROLINA 46 B/\P I I ST COLLEGE Af CIIARLESl ON l 008 JONES UNIVf_RSI fY 9 NORlH GREENVILLE COLLEGE 1 ,, 
TECHNICAL COLLEGE OF lHE LOW COUNTRY 15 CltESTERrlELD-MARLOORO lECIINICAL COLLEGE 15 DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 18 ltORRY-Gl:ORGElOWN HCHNICAL COLLEGE 38 ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 20 PIEDMONl TECHNICAL COLLEGE 68 TRIOENl TECHNICAL COLL EGE 9 WILLIAMSBURG TEC HNICAL COi.LEGE 8 YORK IE CHNICAL COLLEGE 11 SlJBTOfAL - 226 ~ --5 - 0 --0 
06020100 ACCOUNTING 
CLEMSON UNIV ERS ITY B5 12 FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 5 s.c. ST AIE COLLEGE 1,1 u.s .c. - COLUMBIA 99 34 u. s.c. - COASTAL CAROLIN/\ 12 BAPTIST COL LEGE Al CHARLESTON 8 BEN ED IC f CO LL EGE 7 BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 60 CENlRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 5 
5 
U.S.0. E. PROGRAM NAM ES MASHR'S TAXO NOMY + INSl I TUT IONS ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPEC I ALI ST DOCTOR'S 1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
06020 100 ACCOUNTING 
CQK[H COLLEGF 4 COLUMB IA COLLEGE 14 CONVERSE COLLEGE 5 FURMAN UNIV ERS lfY 33 MORRIS COLLEGE 0 NEWBF.RIW COLL EGf 9 PRESBYfERIAN COLLEGE 10 VOORHEES COLLEGE 4 WOFFORD COLLEGE 10 RUfLEOGE COLLEGE - CHARLESfON 0 SUBTOTAL --0 li17 - 46 --0 --0 
06030100 FINANCE 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 5 u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 183 u. s.c. - COASTAL CAROLINA 1 3 WOFFORD COLLEGE 7 SUBTOTAL --0 ~ -- -0 --0 () 
06030101 BANKING ANO FINANCE 
BEN ED I CT COLLEGE 10 SPARTANBURG MElHOOIST COLLEGE 2 
MI OLANDS TECltN I CAL COLLEGE 26 
SUBTOTAL - -28 --1-0 - 0 - --0 0 
06030102 FINANCIAL MANAG EMENT 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 142 
06040100 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
TIIE CITADEL 149 COLLEGE Of CHARLESTON 187 FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 50 LANDER COLLEGE 123 
6 
U.S.O .L . 
l/1.XONOMY 
PllOGR/1.M NIIMI S 
+ IN S rlllJIION S 
060~0100 BUSINESS AOMINI S TR/1.TION 
S . C. SlATE COLLEGF 
U.S . C. - COLU MOl/1 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 
U.S . C. - COAST/IL CAROL INA 
U.S.C . - SPARTANBURG 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
ALLEN UN I vrns I TY 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 
BEN ED I CT COi.LEGE 
008 JONES UNIVERSITY 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 
CLArL IN COLLEGE 
COKER COLLEGE 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 
CONVERSE COL LEGE 





PRESBYTERIAN COLI .EGE 
VOORIIE ES COLLEGE 
COLUMBIA JR. COLLEGE OF BUSINESS RllrLEOGE COUEGE - CIIARLESTON 
Rll TL EDGE COLL EGE - COLUMBIA 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE -GREENVILLE RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARIANBURG SUB TOT /IL 
06040101 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, MBA TIIE C 11 /\DEL 
CLEMSON UNIV ERS ITY 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
SUB IOI AL 
M/\ S IL R'S 














































U. S.O. E. PROGRAM NAM lS MASTER'S TAXO NOMY + INSl I TUT ION S ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPE CIALIST DOCTOR'S 1 
1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
06040102 BUSINESS ADMINI STRAf lON, MBA-ETV 
~ u.s.c. - COLUMBI A 0 
06040103 MANAGEMENT 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 10 u. s.c . - COASTAL CAROLINA 0 
BENEDI CT COLLEGE 9 COKEH COLLEGE 14 
MORRIS COLLEGE 0 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - CHARLESTON 9 
RUILEOGE COLLEGE - COLUMBIA ?92 
RUfLLOGE COLLEGE -GREENVILLE 0 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARfANBURG 0 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 15 
GREENVILLE TECIINICAL COLLEGE 27 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 66 
SPARTANBURG TECIINICAL COL.LEGE 1 1 
SUMTER AREA lECHNICAL COLLEGE 29 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 29 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 31 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 20 
SUBTOTAL - 529 --n --0 --0 --0 
06040104 MANAGEMENT ANO MERCHANDISING 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - CHARLESTON 0 
~ 
06040201 MATERIALS MANAG EMENT 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 11 
06040301 TEXTILE MANAGEM ENT 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 3 
06049902 BUSINESS AOMINISTRAllON &: CIIEMISTRY 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 0 
8 
U.S. 0. I . 
IAXONOMY 
PHOGR/IM N/IMI S 
+ I NS fllUIION S 
060119903 BUSINESS ADMIN . AND INDU Sln l/\L SAFElY 
NFWB ERRY COLLEGE 
06050 100 ECONOMICS 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 
U.S .C . - COIUMBIA 
BAPIIST COLLEGE AT CHAR LESlO N 
CONVERSE COLL [GE 
PR ES BYTERIAN CO i.LEGE 
WOHORO COLLEGE 
SlJBTOl AL 
06070100 HOTEL, MOT EL, ANO RE ST AURANT MANAGEM ENT 
BAPTISf CO LLEGE AT CIIARLfSlON 
TECHNICAL COLLEGE OF HIE LOW COUNTRY 
HORRY-GEORG ETOWN l EC HNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBlOlAL 
06070101 llOT EL,R ES lAURANT ,TOlJRI SM ADMINISTRATION 
U.S.C. - COL UMBIA 
06070103 HOT EL/MOTEL AOMINISlRATION 
COLUMBIA JR. COLLEGE or BUSINESS 
06080100 INSURANC E 
U.S .C. - COLUMBIA 
06090100 INT ERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
U.S.C . - CO LUMBIA 
061 20 100 M/IN/IGFMFNT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 
M/I S I I R' S 
ASSOC . OACII ELOR'S I S i l'HOr. s rrCIALI S I IJOClOR'S 





















·--- -0 ---0 
0 ---0 - 7 
109 
U.S.0 .E. PROGRAM NAMl S MASTER'S 
TAXONOM Y + INST 11 UT ION S ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF . SPEC I ALI ST DOCTOR'S .. 1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
06139900 MANAGE MrNl SC IENCE 
CL EMSON UNIV ERS lf Y 2 u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 60 
SUBTOlAL ---0 ~ 0 --0 --2 
06139901 MANAGEM ENT SCI ENCE/DATA SYSTEMS 
BAPTI ST COLLEGE AT CHARL ESTON 7 
06140100 MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 12 
06160100 PER SONNEL/EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 
u. s.c . - COLUMBIA 17 
06170101 REAL ESfATE 
u.s.c . - COLUMBIA 9 u.s.c. - COASTAL CAROLINA __ 2 
SUB TOTAL ---0 14 0 0 0 
06180100 SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECIINICAL COIi EGE 0 
06200100 INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 3 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 2 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 5 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
SUBTOTAL - 10 --0 --0 ---0 - 0 
06200101 TRADE MANAGEMENf 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 0 
10 
U.S. 0 . I . 
1/\XONOMY 
PIH JCH/\M N/\M I S 
+ I NS I I I U I ION S 
06999903 I NDIJ STR 11\l. M/\NAGMENT CL.lMSO N UNIV[RS ll Y 
06999904 ADMINI STRAflVE MAN/\G[MENT CLEMSON UNIV[R S lf Y 
06999905 BUSINESS ADMIN . /\ND COMPU1 ER SC I ENCE NEWBERRY COL.LEGE 
06999907 MANAGEM ENT 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
lOT/\l. BUSINESS AND MANAG[M[NT 
07010100 ACCOUNIING 
COLUMBIA JR . COLI .EGE OF BUSINESS Rill I EDGE COL I EGE - CHARLES fON RUll.EDG E COL.LEGE - COLUMBIA RUTLEDG E COLL.EGE -GRE[NVILLE RUTLEDG E COLLE GE - SPARf/\NBURG AIKEN TECHNICAL CO LLE GE CHESTERFIELD-MARLRORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE DENMARK l [C HNICAL COLLEGE FLORENCE- DARLINGION lECHNICAL COLLEGE GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLL.EGE ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE SPARTANBURG lECIINICAL COLLEGE SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE YORK fE CHNICAL COi.LEGE SUBTOl AL 




























404 0 27 
- - 0 --0 
0 
U. S.0 . E. PROGRAM NAMES MAS TER'S 
TAXONOMY + INSTI IUl IONS ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPECIALIST DOCTOR'S " 1987 1987 1987 198 7 1987 
07030 100 DATA PROCESS ING 
COLUMBIA JR. COLLEGE or BUSINESS 28 
RUILEDGE COLLEGE - CHARL FS ION 8 
SPARTANBURG METIIODIST COLLEGE 0 
AIKFN TECHNI CAL COLLEGE 14 
TEC IIN I CAL COLL EGE OF THE LOW CO UN TRY 1 3 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 30 
I LORE NCE-DARLINGTON lECIINICAL COLLEGE 9 
IIORRY-GEORGET OWN lECHNICAL COLLEGE 15 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLL GE 10 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNI CAL COLLEGE 18 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 18 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 12 
SUBTOTAL ~ --0 0 --0 --0 
07030101 BUSINESS ADMIN (COMPUlER INFOMATION SYS ) 
u.s .c . - SPARTANBURG 5 
07030102 COMPUTER DATA PROCESSING ASSISTANT 
07030103 MICROCOMPUT ERS FOR SMALL BUSINESS 
070301011 COMPUTER TEC HNOLOGY 
AIK EN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
TECHNICAL CO LLEGE OF THE LOW COUNTRY 0 
CH[ST ERFI EL U-MAHLBORO lECHNICAL COL LEGE 2 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 21 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 1 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 22 
ORANGEUURG-CALHOUN TECIINICAL COLLEGE 0 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 20 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
12 
U. S. 0 . [ . PIWGHA M N/\MI S MAS I rR' S IAXONOMY + IN S I I llJI ION S ASSOC. R/\Clt fLOR ' S IS I PIWI . s r r CI/\ LI S I Doc ron ' s 
198 7 1987 198 r 19 8 1 198 7 
0 703 0 1 OlJ COMPUHR I EC ltNOI.OGY 
SUMl ER AR EA 1 EC IIN I CAI COLLr: Gr: 12 
TRI-COUNIY IE CHNI CAL COi.L EGE 0 
lR I om r I [C ltN I CAL COL L[G F. 3 
SUB TO I AL --8-1 ---5 --- 0 --- 0 0 
070302 01 COMPUTER OP ERATIONS 
070302 0 2 MICROCOMPUTER OPERATOR 
07030300 DATA [NTRY 
07030500 COMPUl[R PROGRAMMING 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST COi .LEGE 2 
CltESIERrlELO-MI\RLl301W TECltNIC/\L COLLEGE lt 
SPARIANBURG I EC HNIC/\L COi LEGE 19 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNI CAL COLLEGE 6 
TRIDENT T[CHNI CAL COLLEGE 5 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE _ _2 
SUBTOTAL 45 --0 --0 --0 0 
07040100 OIFICE AOMINISlRATION 
s . c. STAlE COLLEGE 16 
u.s.c . - COLUMBIA 1 34 
Al LEN UN I vrns I IY 0 
BAPTIST COLLEGE Al CltARLESTON 0 
BEN ED I CT COLLEGE 3 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 11 
MORRIS COLLEGE 0 
VOORHEES COLLEGE _ _ 3 
SUBTOTAL --1 67 ·-o - - 0 - 0 
0701,0102 SUPERVISORY MANAGEMENl 





t INST I TUT IONS 
07060200 COURT REPORTING 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
07060500 MEDICAL SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 
07060501 MEDICAL SECRETARY TRANSCRIPTIONIST 
07060502 MEDICAL OFFICE PRACTICES 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 
VOORHEES COLLEGE 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 
U.S.C. - UNION 
COLUMBIA JR. COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - CHARLESTON 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - COLUMBIA 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARTANBURG 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TECHINCAL COLLEGE OF THE LOW COUNTRY 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEGURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 




































ti . S. O. I . l'H OC lll\M NAMI S MI\ S l I ll 1 S IAXO NOM Y + IN S llfUIION S ASSOC. 111\CIILLO R' S 1S l Pl<OI . s PrC II\ LIS l noc ro n' s 
1987 198 7 19 fl 7 198 7 1987 
070 60600 S[CRElARIAL SC IEN1. r 
YORK f EC IINI CAL COLL EG E 17 
SUB fOl AL ~69 0 0 ----- () ---·o 
07060700 SHNOGRAPIIY 
07060800 WORD PROCESSING 
COLUMBIA JR . COLLEGE or BUSINESS 21 
07060801 INrORMAllON PROCESSING 
07060802 OFrlCE AUlOMAllON SYSlEMS MANAGEMENl 
BENfD I CT COL.LE.GE 0 
07070100 SECRETARIAL lECHNOLOGY 
WI NTIIROP COLLEGE 
07070200 CLERK TYPIST 
07070500 GENERAL OFF I CE 
07999901 COMMERCIAL S1.l[NCE 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 7 u.s .c . - LANCASTER 4 
SlJBfOTAL - - 1, ---0 - -0 --0 - - 6 
07999902 BUSINESS EDUCATION 
BAPflST COLLEGE AT CIIARLESTON 0 ANDERSON COLLEGE 0 
15 
U.S. 0 .E. 
TAXONOMY 
PROGRAM NAMF S 
+ IN S I llUTION S 
07 999902 BUSINESS ED UCArlON 
CLINlON JR. COLI [GE 
SPARTANBURG MFlHODIST COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
TOTAL BU S INES S AND OFFICE 
080 10200 FASHION MERCHANDISING 
ANDrnSON COLLEGE 
COLUMHIA JR. COLLEGE Of BUSINFSS 
HORfNCE - DARLINGlON lfCIINICAL COi i FGF 
SUBIOIAL. 
08070500 RETAIL MANAGEMENT 
IJ . S.C. - COLUMBIA 
08070501 RrT A IL MERCHANDISING AND MARKET I NG 
ANDERSON COi LEGE 
RUILEDG[ COLI EGE - C~IAHLESTON 
RUrLEDGE COi LEGE - COLUMBIA 
RUrLEOGE COLL.EGE -GREENVILLE 
RUrLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARTANBURG 
SPARTANBURG METllODIST COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
08070502 RETAILING 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
08079900 MARKETING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
S . C. STAlE COLLEGE 
U.S . C. - COLUMBIA 
MAST ER'S 
ASSOC . BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPECIALIST DOCTOR'S 
1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
0 
11 






















--0 0 0 
0 0 0 
- 0 0 - ~ 0-
0 --0 - - 0 
U. S . 0.1. 
11\XO NOMY 
f'ROGRI\ M NI\Mf S 
+ IN S I I IUI IONS 
08079900 MARKEi ING 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLI N/\ 
U.S . C. - SPI\Rll\NHURG 
BAPTIST COLlf"G[ 1\1 CIIARI ESTON BENEDICT COLLEGE 
COKER COLLfGE 
MORRI S COllf"GE 
COLUMAIA JR. ~01.l[Gf or AUSINESS HORENC[-OARLINGION TECIINICAL COi L[G[ GRE[NVILIE TECHNICAL COLLEGE MI OLAN OS 1 ECIIN I CAI COL LEGE PIEOMONT T[CHNICl\l CO i LEGf SPI\RTI\NBlJRG HCIINICAL. COi.LEGE SUMTER I\R[A l[ CIINI CAI COLLEGE TRI-COUNTY T[CltNICI\L COLLEGE TRIDENl f[CltNI CI\L COLLEGE 
SUB fOl l\L 
08110100 TRANSPORTATION MI\NI\GEM ENT SPI\Rll\NBURG TECIINICI\L COLLEGE 
08110401 TRAVEL AND lOURISM 
COLUMBIA JR. COLLEGE or BUSINESS 
TOTAL MARKETING /\ND DISTRIBlJl ION 
09040100 COMMUNICATIONS, GENERAL 





U.S.C. - COLIIMAIA 



























0 0 0 
17 
17 - -0 -·--o 
U.S.O . E. PROGR AM NAM[ S MASTER'S TAXO NOMY + IN STITUTION S ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF . SPECIALI S T DOCTOR'S 
1987 1987 1987 1987 19 87 
0901t0200 NEWS-fDITORIAL 
BEN ED I Cl COLI fc;[ 2 
SUBTOlAL - 0 - - 3-,, ·---0 --0 0 
090110300 ADVfRllSING-PUBLI C RELATIONS 
u.s.c . - COLUMBIA 137 
09040301 PURLIC COMMUNICATIONS/MKf . JOURNALI SM 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 3 
09070100 llROADCASflNG 
u.s . c. - COLUMBIA 55 
B[NfUICf COLLEGE 11, 
SUBTOfAL --0 ~ --0 ---0 ·----0 
09070101 BROADCAST ENGINEERING 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 2 
09070102 BROADCAST MANAG EMENT 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
09070103 RADIO AND TELEVISION 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 12 
09999901 MEDIA ARTS 
u. s.c. - COLUMBIA 35 3 
MORRIS COLLEGE 0 
SUBTOTAL 0 ~ 3 - ~ --0 
09999905 SCIENCE COMMUNICATION 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 0 
TOTAL COMMUNICATIONS 0 386 22 0 0 
18 
u.s . o . r . l'IHJCRAM N/\MI S M/\ S 11 R' S 1/\XONOMY + IN S I I IUI IONS ASSOC. 11AC:ll f LOR' S I S i l'RO I . s Pr CI/\ LIS I noc , o ,~' s 
1987 1 98 7 1 911 7 1987 1 <J8 7 
100 101,00 RAO IO & 1 V BRO/\IJC/\ S I I NG H CHNOI OGY 
I H 1- COU N I Y 11. CIIN I C/\I COLLLCr 9 
100 10110? HI [ PRODUCT ION 
lOTAL COMMUNI CATION S TEC HNOLOGI ES 9 0 0 0 0 
11010100 COMPUTER SC I [NC[ 
THE C 11 AD EL 2 1 
CLfMSON UNIV[R S IT Y 611 17 0 COLLE GE Of CIIARL [S ION 2 1 
fRANCI S MARION COLLEGf 17 
LANDrR COLI [G[ 23 s.c. S IA![ COLLEGE l13 
u .s.c . - COLUMBIA 711 ?9 2 
lJ. S. C. - COAS IAL CAROLINA 1 
u .s . c. - SPARlANBIJRG 8 
WINTHROP COLI EGE 10 
BENro I CT COLL [GE 1 1 
BOB JONES IJNIVERSIIY 15 
LIM[ SlON E COLL EGE It 
MORRI S COLLI GE 0 RIJILEDGF. CO LLEGE - COLUMBIA 10 
RIJll .EOGE COLI [GE -GREENVILLE 0 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARIANBURG 0 
SUIHOTAL --7 ·r, - 312 -~ () --2 
1101t0100 INFORMATION MANAGE MENT 
u.s .c . - SPARTANBURG It BAPTI ST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 12 
SUBTOTAL 0 ---,6 - - 0 - - 0 -·o 
110110101 COM PUT E.R IN~ORMATION SYSTEMS 




PROGH/IM N/IMF S 
+ INSr1rur10NS 
11999902 APPLIED MArH lMAr 1cs 
U.S.C. - SPARIANBURG 
11999903 COMPUTER SCIE.NCf/APPI.IEO MAlH 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CIIARLESION 
CONV ERSE COLLEGE 
ruRMAN UNIVERSITY 
SUBTOrAL 
119999011 COM PUT I NG/BUS I NESS 
FURMAN UNIV ERSITY 
11999905 COMPUIER SOFTWIIRE fNGINfERING TEC HNOLOG Y 
GREfNV ILLE TECIIN I CAL COLLEGE 
TOTAL COMPUTER ANO INFORMATION SClfNCES 
12040200 BARBfRING 
12040300 COSMETOLOGY 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
TOTAL CONSUMER, PERSONAi, & MISC SERVICES 
13010100 EDUCATION, GENERAL 




13030100 CURRICULUM & INSIRUCTION 
HIE CITADEL 
MASTER'S 
ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1sr PROF. SPECIALIST DOCTOR'S 
































- - 5 
.. 
ll . S. O. I. PH<J(; H/\M N/\MI S M/\ S ll ll ' S 1/\XONOMY + IN S I I lUI I ONS /\ SSOC. 11/\1.m I Oil' S 1 S I l'HOI . S l'I C I/\ L I S I l)OCIOH' S 
1987 19fl I I 9fl 1 1 '}fl 7 1 <)fl ' 
130 30 100 CURil i CULIJM & I NS TRllC f I ON 
u.s.c . - CO I.IJMII I/\ 8 WINIIIRO P COLLEGE 2 
SU810IAL (J () --·--1 --·2 R 
130 '-10100 EOU CAl IONAL /\DMINI STRAflON 
Tll [ C I I AD rt 22 7 CLEMSON UNIVERS I r v 17 6 s.c . S l /\ lE COLL EGE 0 8 lJ . S. C . - COL UMOI/\ 1,3 17 16 
WINTHROP COLL EGE 30 15 
OOH J ONES IJN I VFR S I rv 10 0 
SlJBTOIAL ·-·-·- o -· --o -,?°z ---Tt5 ----? ii 
1 30110?.00 SPE C I Al fDlJC/\TION /\OMINISTRATION 
IJ . S. C. - COLUMBIA 
130110 '-IOO I NSTRIJCT I ON/\l LEAOERSlt IP 
CONVER SE COLLEGE 10 
1301,9901 lt EA L rn EOIJC/\ r I ON /\OM IN I STRATI ON 
lJ. S . C. - COLIJMB I A 3 
13050 100 INSlRlJCT IONAI. MEDI/\ 
u. s .c. - CO LIJMBI/\ t1 
1 3 0 50 101 EDU CATIONAL MEDI/\ 
WI NlHROP COLLEGE 11 
13060300 EDU CATIONAL RE SEARCH 
lJ. S . C. - COLUMBIA 1 11 
21 
U.S . 0 . E. 
TAXONOMY 
PROGRAM NAM ES 
-t INSlllUflONS 
13060400 EDU CAllONAL fE S I ING 
U. S.C. - COLUMBIA 
13080100 SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 
TIIE CITADEL 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
SUBIOTAL 
13090100 fOUNDATIONS Of EDUCATION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
13100100 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
TIIE CITADEL 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
S . C. SlATE COLLEGE 
U. S . C. - COLUMBIA 
WINTHROP COi.LEG[ 
BOO JONES UNIVERSITY 
COLUMBIA COIL[G[ 
CONVER SE COLLEGE 
FURMAN UNIVERSllY 
PRESBYlfRIAN COLLEGE 
WOrFORD COi LEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
13100300 EDUCATION OF TIIE DEAr 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 
13100600 EDUCATION Of Tit[ M£N1ALLY RETARDED 
FRANCIS MARION COi.LEGE 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
MASTER'S 
ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPECIALIST DOCTOR'S 



































U.S. 0.1 . l'I HH;H/\M NIIMI S IM S ! I H' S 1/\XONOMY + IN S I 11U1 ION S /\SSOC. 111\CIILI.OR' s 1 S 1 l'ROI. Sl'I C I/\LI S l DOCIOH' S 
1987 19fl 7 1987 19 (1 / 198 I 
13 100600 ED UC/\f I ON OF HI[ MFNl /II LY lff l /\RDF D 
CLNIRAL W[SLI Y/\N CO i i LG[ l) 
SUB101/\L -75 -----r; ----- 8 - 0 --·r5 
13100800 EDUCATION or 01~ I ltOPED I CALLY II/IND I CAPPED u.s.c. - COLUMIJIA 0 
13100900 EDUCATION or VI SU/\LL Y H/\NDI CAPP fD 
lJ . S. C. - COLUMOl/1 
13101100 SPECIAL/LEARNING DISABILI IIE S 
FR/\NCIS MARION COL.LEGE 5 C[NfRI\L WE SLEYAN COLLEGE 1 
CONVEHSE COLLEGE () 
SUB10I/\L 0 - ---, ~-- -·5 ---c, I) 
13101200 SPlECll CORllECTION 
COLUMR I A COLLEGE 1 
13101 201 SPHCII EDIJC/11 I ON 
BOB JONES UNIV[llSITY 9 
13110101 SlUO[NT PERSONNEL 
ll . S. C. - COI.UMOl/1 25 0 LIM ES ION E COLLEGE 0 
SUB "f O I /IL --0 -----0 --25 - -0 --0 
13110 10? ELEMENTARY SCHOOL GUID/\NCE 
rRANCIS MARION COLLEG E 7 u. s .c. - COLUMBIA 11 
SUB f"OTAL --0 -·--o --1-8 --0 - - 0 
23 
U.S . O.E. PROGRAM NAMES MASTER'S 
TAXONOMY + INSTI 1ur10NS ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPECIALIST DOCTOR'S 
1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
13110103 SfCONDARY SCIIOOL GUIDANCE 
u.s . c. - COLUMBIA 16 
1311 0 1011 REHABILITATION CO UNS ELI NG 
s.c. STATE COLLtGE 14 
U. S. C. - COLUMBIA 7 1 
SUB TOTAL --0 ---0 ~ T --1 0 
13110105 STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES 
808 JONES UNIVERSITY 9 0 
13110106 COUNSELOR fDUCATION 
s . c. STA TE COLLEGE 7 
u . s.c. - COLUMBIA _ 2 3 
SUBlOTAL --0 --7 --0 5 --7 
13110107 GUIDANCE 
WI NTIIROP COLLEGE 24 
13110108 STUDENT COUNSELING AND PERSONNEL 
HIE CITADEL 25 
13110110 COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE SERVICES 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 63 
131 20200 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 60 25 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 53 19 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 36 32 
LANDER COLLEGE 42 27 
S.C. SlATE COLLEGE 11 22 
24 
U.S. 0. L. PROGR AM NAM ES MA S , rn ' s TA XO NOMY + I NS r I TUT ION S ASSOC. l3ACII ELOR' S 1S 1 PROF. SPEC I /\LI S l DOC TOR ' S 
198 7 198 7 198 7 l 98 7 1987 
13 1? 0 200 [LEME NTAR Y EDU CAT ION, GEN ER AL 
u.s .c . - COL UMB IA /4 129 6 u.s .c. - AI KE N 26 u. s.c. - COASTAL CAROLI NA 18 u.s.c. - SPART AN BURG 12 
WIN THROP COLL EGE lt9 2 3 
ALLEN UN IVERS 11 Y 0 
BAPT IST COLLEGE /\T CHARLESTO N 10 
BEN ED I CT COLLEGE 6 
BOB J ONES UNIV ERS ITY 88 6 0 CE NTR AL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 9 
CLAFLI N COLLE.GE 10 
COKER COi. LE G[ 5 COL UMBIA 131 8 LE COLLEGE & SEMI NA RY 0 
COL UM BIA COLLEGE 8 12 
CO NV ERSE CO LL[Gf 7 75 
ERSK IN E CO i.L EGE ,~ 
FURMAN UNIV ERS l l Y 20 
LIM ESTO NE COLL [G E 6 
MOR RI S COLLEGE 4 
NEWBERHY COLLEG E 2 
PR ESBYTE RIAN CO LLEGE 14 
VOOR HEES COL LEGE 9 
WOFFORD COLLEGE 1 
SUBTOT AL. - 0 ~ 4 --370 --() --6 
131 2020 1 PR E-ADOLESCE NT EDUCAT ION 
BAPTI ST CO LLEGE AT CIIA RLE STO N 2 
131 20 '-l OO EARLY CIII LDHOOD EDU CATION 
CLE MSO N UNIV[ RS l lY 39 
COL LEGE OF CHA RLES TON 1 3 
FRAN CIS MARI ON COLLEGE 24 1 3 
LAN DER COLL EGE 6 u.s .c. - COLUMBIA 17 107 u. s.c . - A I KEN 2 '-l 
25 
U.S .O .E. PROGRAM NAM ES MA STER'S TAXONOMY + IN ST ITUT ION S ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPEC I ALI ST DOCTOR' S 
1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
131 2011 00 EAR LY CHILDHOOD EDU CATION 
u.s .c. - COASTA L CAROLINA 23 u. s .c . - SPARTANBURG 1 7 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 13 
BAPl 1ST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 4 
BEN ED I CT CO LLEGE 7 
CLAFLIN COLL EGE 0 
COKER COLLEG E 0 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 17 
CONV ERS E COLLEGE 7 
ER SKINE COLLEGE 6 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 0 
MORRIS COLLEGE 3 
NEWBERRY COLL EGE 0 
SUB fOl AL ---0 207 --i:i3 --0 () 
13120500 S[CONDARY EDUCATION, GENERAL 
THE CITADEL 15 16 
CLEMSON UNIVER S ITY 52 10 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 1 s.c. STATE COLLEGE 0 93 u.s . c. - COLUMBIA 84 5 u. s.c. - A I KEN 5 u.s.c . - COASTAL CAROLINA 11 u. s .c. - SPARlANBURG 5 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 17 
BOB JON ES UNIVER S ITY 0 
CONVER SE COLLEG E 0 22 
MORRIS COLLEGE 0 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 0 
WOFFORD COLLEGE 0 
SUBTOTAL --0 ~ - 243 () 5 
13129901 ELEMENTARY & EARL Y CHI LDHOOD EDUCATION 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 2 
13130100 AGRICULlURAL EDUCATION 
CLEMSON UNIVERSI fY 9 15 
26 
U .S. 0 . 1 . . Pfl()CH/\M NIIMI S M/\ S IIR' S 1/\XO NOMY + IN S f"llUl ION S ASSOC. 11/\CflfLOR'S l S I PR OI. SPf C IAI.I S I 00f;IOR'S 
198/ 19 81 19/l / 1987 1911 I 
13130200 ART [DUCAT I ON 
s.c. s1AtE cou.rcr 2 
u .s .c. - COLUMBIA 2 B[Nf.D I CT COLL [GE 1, 
808 JONFS lJNIVER S I I Y 1 
CLAFLIN COLL[Gf. 0 COKER COLL [G[ 0 LIMESIONE CO I.LFGF 1 
SllBIOIAL . ··---0 --7o ·--T ---0 () 
13130300 BUSIN[ SS FDUC/\TION 
LANDER COLLLGE 1 
s . c. SIAI[ COLLfGF 2 
u.s . c. - C01UMl11/\ 2 2 w I Nl ,mop COI.Lf GF ,, 5 Al.LEN UNIVI.RSllY 0 BAPI I ST COLLFGE Af CII/\RLESTON 0 BENrD IC r COLI f.GE 3 BOB ,JUN[S UN I VI RS I r v ,, 
COl<[ll COL LEGE 1 
VOORIIEES CULi.EGE 2 
SlJBTO I /\l. --- 0 -- 79 7 0 0 
13130500 ENGi I SIi EDUC/\ TI ON 
nt[ CllADEL 3 U. S.C. - COL.UMBl/1 3 
ALLEN UNIVLRSI rv 0 
BEN ED IC I COLL [GE 1 
BOB JONFS UNIVER S ITY 11 7 0 CLAILIN COLLEGE 0 COKER COLL[GE 0 
SUBIOfAl. --·-- o --,., - 10 (J () 
13130601 FRENCH F.DUCI\T I ON 
13130602 GERM/IN EOUCA T I ON 
27 
U. S . O.E. PROGRAM NAM ES MASl ER'S TAXONOMY + IN S IITUrlON S ASSOC . BACltELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPEC IA LIS I OOCTOH' S 1987 1987 1987 198/ 1987 
13130603 LATIN £DUCA I I ON 
1 31 306011 SPANISH EDUCAI ION 
13130700 HfALTH ED UCATION 
s.c. ST ATE COLUGE 0 u. s.c . - COLUMBIA 2 4 MORRIS COLLEGE 3 SUBfOT AL ---0 --5 --4 0 () 
13130701 SC ltOOL HEALlH EDUCATION 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 0 
13130800 HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
s.c. STATE COLLEGE 2 WINTHROP COLLEGE 1 7 0 BOB JONES UNIVERSllY 4 SUBTOTAL --0 - -=; 7 0 0 
13130900 INDU STR IAL EDUCATION 
CLEMSON UNIVERSlfY 25 17 s .c. STATE COLLEGE 16 SUBTOTAL --0 - 41 --1-7 --0 0 
13131000 DISTRIBUTIVE EOUCAflON 
u. s.c. - COLlJMlllA 
WINTHROP COLLEGE ---2 SUBlOTAL --0 5 --1 --0 --0 
13131100 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION 
HIE CllADEL 5 
28 
U .S. o . I . 1-'ROGHAM N/\MI S M/\ S II R ' S 1/\XO NOMY + IN S I I JUI ION S ASSOC. A/\Clf[LOH'S I S I PROI. SP I C l/\1 I S i l>OC IOR' S 
1987 198 7 198 7 191! 7 1 'JR/ 
13131100 MA THEM/\ l I CS I.DUCA I I ON 
u. s.c. - COLUMBIA 5 /\LIEN UN I VHlS I TY 0 
BAPIIST COLLEGE Al CII/\R LESlON 2 
Bl:NEDICl CO LL [GE 0 
BOB JONfS UNIVfR S ITY 9 1 0 CLArL IN COLL[(;[ 0 
COKER COi.LEGE 0 
VOORH EES 1,0LLEGE 1 
SUBTOlAI. - ··o --1- 7 ----6 - ·o 0 
131)1 200 MUSIC fDUC /\llON 
L/\NDfR CU I.I Er.[ 8 s.c. Sl/\l[ COLL[G[ 5 u.s . c. - COI.IJMIJI/\ 1 () 8 
WINllfROP COILfGE t1 
13/\PTI S I COl.l.[G[ /\I CHARL ESTON 2 
1300 JON[S UNIVERS ITY ?2 L1 0 C[N I R/\1. wr SU Y/\N CO LL [G[ 0 
Cl.II.FLIN COLU.GF () 
COKLR COi.LEGE 1 
COLIJ MD I/\ COLI lGE 4 2 
CONVEll SF COLLEGE 6 3 ERSKINE COL.L.[G[ 0 
FUHMAN IJN I vrns I TY 0 
L.IMESTONf COi l [Gf 11 
NEWBERR Y COLL.EGE 1 
SUB TOl AL () ~ --21 - 0 --, 
13131 20 1 CHORAL MUSIC 
WINTHROP COL LEGE 4 
BrNEDI CT COLLEGE 2 
SUBTOIAL --0 --6 - - 0 ---() --0 
13131202 INSfRUMENTAL MUSIC 
WINTIIROP COLLEGE 9 
29 
U. S. 0 .[. PROGHAM NAMF S MASTER'S 
TAXONOMY + IN Sl 11u-r ION S ASSOC . BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SP ECIALI ST DOCTOR'S 
1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
13131 202 IN STRUMENTAL MU S IC 
BENEO I CT CO LUGE 0 
SUBIOIAL ----0 ---9 0 0 0 
13131 203 PIANO PEDAGOGY 
u.s.c . - COLUMBIA 
CONVLRSE COLLEGE 1 
SUB ro r AL - - 0 --1 --0 - - 0 1 
13131400 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
lltl CI r ADEi 13 9 
COLLEGE or CHARLESION 11 
s . c. STAT£ COLLEGE 8 
u.s . c. - COLUMBIA 2 3 20 0 
u.s . c. - Al KEN 4 
ll. S . C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 30 
u.s.c. - SPARTANBURG 9 
WINlltROP COLLEGE 23 2 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 0 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 9 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 8 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 15 0 0 
CENIRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 4 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 8 
COK[H COLLEGE 4 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 5 
ERSI< I NE COLLEGE 16 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 29 
I IMESTONf COLLEGE 5 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 10 
SUBTOlAL --75 --234 --31 0 0 
1 3 1 3 11,02 IIEALTH, PltYSICAL rnuCAl ION, RECREAI ION 
LANDEH COLLEGE 19 
13131500 READING EDUCATION 
TIIE CITAUEL 17 
30 
u . s . 0. r. . PROGRAM NAMI S MA S I Lil I s lAXO NOMY + IN S ! llUI ION S ASSOC. IIACH[LOR ' S I S I PHO I . S l'f C IJ\LI S T oocroR ' S 
1987 198 7 1987 198 7 198 7 
13 13 15 00 R[ J\IJ I NG rDU CA TI ON 
CLE MSON UNIV[R S I I Y 15 rnAN C I S MAHI ON CO i I EGr 2 u. s.c. - COIUMUIA 22 5 WINTHROP COLl[GE 7 ----5 SUB fOl A L - - 0 --0 ---63 --() 
131 3 1600 NATUHA L SC IINCF EDUCATION 
u. s.c. - COLUMIJIA 1 BAPTI ST COLLEGE Al CHAR LES TON 0 UOB JONES UNIVIR S IT Y __ _l 1 0 SUl1 JO I AL ---0 4 -- - 1 - - 0 --0 
13131 60 1 BIOLOGY [DIJ CAI ION 
Ill [ C l IAOL L 1 ALL EN UNIV[RSI TY 0 BEN[OICl COLLLGE 1 
CL AIL IN COLUGt 0 COKE.H COL.LEG[ 0 VOORH EES COLLEGE 0 SUBTOTAL ---0 ---·-, ---- ·1 0 u 
13131602 Cll[M I STR Y EDUCA Tl ON 
Al LEN UN I vrn s I TY 0 CLAFLIN COLLEGE 0 SUB TO I AL - - -0 - - 5 0 --0 ---0 
13131603 PHYSICS EDUCATION 
131 3160t1 SC I ENCE TEACH I NG 
CLEMSON UNIVERSIT Y 22 
13131700 SOC I AL SC I EN CE EOIICA TI ON 
THE CITADEL 
31 
U.S.O.E. PROGRAM NAMfS MASTER'S 
TAXONOMY + INST11ur10NS ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPECIALIST DOCTOR'S 
1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
13131800 SOC IAL STUDlfS IUUCAl ION 
u.s.c . - COUJMB IA 4 
BENEDICT COLI EGE 0 
BOB JONES UNIV ERS ITY 13 
CLAf LIN COLLEGE 0 
SUBTOTAL - - 0 --17 0 0 0 
13132000 VOCAi IONAL ANO r ECIINI CAL fOUCATION 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 4 AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
CHESfERF IELO-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
fLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
GHEENV ILLE TECIIN I CAL COLLEGE u 
IIOHRY-GEORGETOHN TE.CHN I CAL COLLEGE 0 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECIINICAL COLLEGE 0 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
SPARTANBURG TECIINICAL COLLEGE 1 
SUM HR AREA TECIIN I CAL COLLEGE 0 
lHI-COUNTY r[CIINICAL COLLEGE 0 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
SUBTOTAL --1 --0 0 --0 --,. 
13139901 HISfORY EDUCATION 
THE CITADEL 3 u.s.c . - COLUMBIA 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 2 0 
COKER COLLEGE 1 
SUBTOTAL --0 --2 --5 - 0 --0 
13139902 PSYCHOLOGY EDUCATION 
13139906 LANGUAGE EDUCATION 
808 JONES UNIVERSITY 
32 
U . S . 0 . 1 . rl W CH/\M N/\MI S M/\ S II R ' S 11\XONOMY + IN S I I ru, ION S /\ SSOC. 111\C: II[ I OH' S 1 S I l' HOI . Sl' f r. I /\ L I S 1 IJOC I OH ' S 
19 87 19 8 7 19 8 7 19117 1981 
13999901 COMMUN IT Y & OC CUP/\T I ON/\I rR CMS. IN EO. 
lJ . S . C . - COLUMBIA 19 
TOf AL EDUCAT I ON 1 11, ;, t, 1500 75 77 
11,030 100 AGHI ClJ L TllRAL EN G IN [[R ING 
CLEMSON UNIVERS I I Y 6 1 ,~ 
11,050 100 BI OENC f NHR I NG 
Cl EMSON UN I v rns 1 I Y 18 0 
11!0601 00 CERAMI C ENG INEER ING 
CL ~M SON UNIVERS II Y 15 ,, 
1IW70 100 Cft EM I CAL [NG I NEfR I NC 
CLfMSON lJNIV[HS ll Y 50 9 0 
lJ . S. C . - COLlJMf3 I A _]_Q 7 2 
SUB TOT AL - - 0 80 - ~ ----5 ·--2 
1l1080100 C IVIL ENG IN EER ING 
TH [ C 11 AU EL 32 
CLEMSON UNIVERS ITY 77 lll 1 
u . s .c. - CO LUMB IA 17 18 0 
SUB TO TA L - - 0 -m - 32 - -0 --1 
11W90 100 COMPU TE R ENG IN EfRINC 
CLEMSON UNIVEHS II Y 77 10 0 
1lt100 100 ELEC TR I CAL ENG fN fE RING 
Tiff C I11\0E L 38 
33 
U.S.0. E. PROGRAM NAME S MAST ER'S 
TAXONOMY + INSTllUTIONS ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPECIALIST OOCTOH'S 
1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
14100100 EL[ClRICAL FNCIN EERINC 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 137 33 __ 1
SUBTOTAL --0 175 ~ 0 1 
14100101 ELECTRICAL ANO COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
u. s .c . - COLUMBIA 102 23 3 
14110100 ENGINEERING MECHANICS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 0 2 
14140100 ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 10 
111170100 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
CLEMSON UN I vrns 11 Y 19 6 3 
11, 190100 MECltANICAL ENGINEERING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 119 22 1 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA _21 --12 4 
SUBTOTAL - - 0 172 41 -·-o - 7 
ll1999900 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 5 
TOlAL ENGINEERING 0 777 194 0 22 
15010100 ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
CRH NV ILLE 1 ECltN I CAL COLLEGE 5 
MIDLANDS JECHNICAL COLLEGE 9 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 3 
SUBTOTAL --1-7 - - 0 --0 --0 --0 
34 
u. s . () . '-. 
lAXONOMY 
PHOCR/\M N/\MI S 
+ IN S I llUl ION S 
150 1010 1 CO NS rnuc 1 I ON FNG I Nf rn I NG HCIINOL.OGY 
GRHNVIILF fL CIINI C/\L COi.iF. Gi 
150?0 100 C IVIL ENGIN EERI NG f EC HNOLOGY 
S.C. S IAIT COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGfON TECHNI CAL COLLEGE 
HORRY- GEORGETOWN l ECH NI CAL COLLEGE 
MIDLAND S T EC IIN I CAI COL I EGE 
SPAR1AN13IJR G l [CIINI CAL COLLEGE 
SUMIER ARE A TEC IINI CAL. COLLEGE 
lRI- COU NT Y l[CIINI CAL COLL[G[ 
rn I DEN r H CIIN I CAL COLLEGE 
YORK l EC IIN I CAL COL LEGE 
SUUIOIA L 
15020 10 1 CIVIL ENGIN EER ING AID E 
15030 100 COMPUlER [NGINFFRING TECHNOLOGY 
A I KEN l FCIIN I C/\L COLLEGE 
DENMARK l ECH NI CAL COLLEGE 
YORK f EC HNI CAL CO i.LEGE 
SUUIOIAL 
15030200 ELEClRICAL ENGIN EE RING fECHNOLOGY 
S.C. S IAf E COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECIINICAL COLL.F:GE 
l RI DEN I 1 EC IIN I CAL COLLEGE 
SUBIOlAL 
15030300 ELECTRONI CS ENGIN EER ING HCIINOLOGY AIK EN lfCHNIC/\L COLLEGE 
DENMA RK TEC IIN I CAL COLLEGE 
FLOREN CE -DARLI NGlON TECIIN I CAL COL L[GE 
M/\ S IIR' S 


























0 (I --() 
--ij --0 ---0 
0 ---0 - 0 
U.S.O.E. PHOGRAM NAMr S MASl f R'S lAXONOMY + IN Sl lTUrlON S ASSOC. BACHfLOR'S 1ST PROF. SPfCIALIST DOCTOR'S 
1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
15030300 [LFCTRONICS l NGIN ffR ING TECHNOLOGY 
CRH NV I LL[ rfCHN I CAL COLL ref 32 
HOHR Y-GEORG ElOWN TEC HNI CAL COLLEGE 4 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 19 
PI EOMONT TECltN I CAL COLLEGE 12 
SPARTANBURG TEC HNICAL COi.LEG[ 11 
1 RI - COUNTY HCIIN I CAL COLLEG E 22 
lRIO[Nl TECHNICAL COLLEGE 2 3 
YORK TECHNICAL COLL fGf _ _2 
SUBIOIAL 163 --0 - 0 --0 0 
1'>030301 fLEClRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
NIELSEN ELECTRONICS INSflTUIE 60 
150 39901 I NOUSl RI AL Hf CTR IC I TY /ELfC rRON I CS 
TEC HNICAL COLLEGE OF THE LOW COUNfRY 4 
CllfSTfRFIELU-MAHLBORO lfCHNICAL COLLEGE ,, 
GREENVILLE H CHNICAL COLLEGE ? It 
HORRY-GEOHGElOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
OHANGEBllRG-CALIIOUN T£CHN I CAL COLLEGE 1 
SUBTOTAL --3-3 - 0 0 --0 0 
15039904 INDU STRIAL ELECTRONICS TECIINOLOGY 
PIEDMONT TEC HNI CAL COLLEGE 0 
SPARTANBURG TEC HNICAL COLLEGE 35 
THI- COUNTY TECIINICAL COLLEGE 22 
SUBTOTAL - 57 --0 0 ---0 --0 
15040300 ELECTRO-MECIIANICAL ENGINfERING TECII 
AIKEN TECHNICAi. COLLEGE 7 
YORK IECHNICAL COLLEGE 1 
SUBTOl AL --8 --0 0 0 0 
15040400 ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION TECHNOLOGY 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 8 
36 
U. s. 0 . 1.. r1wc;HAM NI\MI S t-11\ S I I HI s IAXO NOMY + IN S I ITUI ION S ASSOC. BACll[LOR'S t S I l'HOI. snC IALI S t DOC TOR' S 
1987 198 7 1987 198 7 198 7 
150/~()401 PROC[SS CONIROI. IN S1R lJMrNTAI ION 
GRE.ENVILLE 1 [ CIIN I CAI. COLLEG I- 3 
15060 100 CHfM I CAI LNGINEERING HCIINOLOGY 
lR 10£Nl TECttN I CAL COLL[GE 6 
15060300 INDU STR IAL E.N(; INHRING TECHNOLOGY s.c. S t ATE CO LI [Gt:: 
GRHNV IL LE TF.CIIN I CAL COL LEGE 5 PI EOMONl TECHNICAL COLL EGE 3 TRI-COUNIY TlCIINI CAL COLLEGE 0 YORK IE CHNI CAL COLLEGE 1 SUflTO r AL ---9 --, --() - - 0 0 
15060301 INOUSIRIAL LAB ASSISTANI 
15060400 AUTOMATED MANUrACTURING TECHNOLOGY 
GRELNVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 1 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 5 TR t -COUN t Y TECIIN I CAL COLLEGE __ o
--0 SUBTOTAL 6 --5 --0 --0 
15060900 TEXTILE T[CHNOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSIT Y 10 
15060902 TEXT I LE MANAG[M EN T TECHNOLOGY 
PIEDMONT HCltNICAL COLLEGE 0 TRI-COUNTY TEC HNICAL COLLEGE 21 SUB TO r AL --21 --6 --0 --0 ---0 
15070200 QUALi rY ASSURANCE TF.CltNOI.OGY 
1R I -COUNTY TECIIN I CAL COLLEGE 0 
37 
U. S . O. E. 
TAXONOMY 
PROGRAM NAMf S 
+ I NS f I TUT ION S 
15080100 AV I Al ION IECIINOLOGY 
Fl ORfNCE-OARL I NGTON HCltN I CAL COi l.fGF 
15080300 AUTOMOflVE TECltNOLOGY 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TECHNICAL COLLEGE OF lHE LOW COUNTRY 
CHESTERFIELO-MARI.BORO TECHNI CAL COLLEGE 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEG[ 
ILOR[NCE-DARLINGTON lECltNICAL COi.LEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGl 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALIWUN TECIIN I CAL COLLEGE 
Pl[OMONT TECHNICAL COLL[GI-
SPARTANBURG TECIINICAL COi.LEGE 
SllMIEH AREA HCIINICAL COLLEGE 
lRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COl.l.EGE 
SUBTOl AL 
15089901 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
S.C . SfAlE COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE lECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLI .EGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECIINICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
15999900 ENGINEERING lECHNOLOGIES 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 
SUBTOfAL 
15999901 GENERAL ENG I NE ER I NG T ECltNOLOGY 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECIINICAL COLLEGE 
MASTER'S 
ASSOC. BACltELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPECIALIST DOCTOR'S 




















_  _2 
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4 - 69 
--~ --0 - 0 
- - 0 --75 0 
0 ---0 () 
U. S . O. I . 
IA XO NOM Y 
PI WCH AM NAMI S 
+ IN S I llUI IO NS 
1599990 1 GENrR AL FNGIN UR ING ff CIINOLOGY 
MI DI.A NDS l ECml I CAI COi I r c; r 
OR ANG[B URG - C/\ U IOUN 1 [ CIIN I C/\L COLLEG E 
PI EUMONl lECHNICAL COLLLGF 
S PARl ANBUR G l lC HN I CAL CO i LF.G[ 
l R 1- COU NlY l ECIIN I CAL COL LEGE 
YORK I EC IINI CAL COLLEGE 
SUBlOIA L 
1599990? GEN ER AL rrc HNOI OGY 
AI K[ N TEC HNI CAL COL LEGE 
l fC HN I CAL C:OLLEGE OF I II E LOW COU N I RY CHES f[Hf 1[ 10- MA RIR ORO lEC HNI CAI. CO LI. EGE 
DENMAR K I EC IIN I CAL COL.Lr:(;[ 
FLOHlNCE-U/\RL IN GION lECIINI CAL COLLEGE 
GREENVI LLE l EC IINI CAL CO LLEGE 
HORR Y-GEORGET OWN TFC IIUI CAL COLLEGE 
MIDLAN DS TEC HNI CAL CO LLE GE 
ORANGERURG- CALHOUN TEC HNI CAL. COL.LEGE 
PIEDMONl TEC HNI CAL COLL. EC[ 
SPARTAN BUR G lECIINI CAL. CO LLEGE 
SUMT ER AR EA TEC HNI CAL COL LEGE 
lR I- COUNI Y TFCH NI CAL CO LLEGE 
WILLIAMSBU RG l EC HNI CAL COL LEGE 
YOR K l LCHNI CAL COLLEGE 
SIJBl OT AI. 
15999903 NU CLEAR ENGIN EEH ING TECH NO LOGY 
AI KE N TEC HNI CAL COLLEGE 
MID LAND S TECHNI CAL COLL.EGE 
SUB fO I Al. 
15 999904 NU CLEAR SE RVI CE TEC HN OLOGY 
SPAHlANRUHG l[CIINI CAL COLLEGE 
TOlAL ENGIN EER ING ANO RELAI EO TEC HNO LOG I ES 
MAS I l H I s 
ASSOC. llACll[IOH' S IS i l'ROr . SPEC IALI S I IJOC IOH' S 






























1 3 1 
39 
0 0 - - 0 
0 I) - - 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
U.S. O. E. PROGRAM NAMfS MASTER'S TAXONOMY + INSTITUflONS ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPEC I ALI Sl DOCTOR'S 
1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
16010100 FOREIGN LAN GUAGES , GENERAL 
TltE C ITADfl. 7 CLLMSON UNIVER S I IY 9 WINTHROP COLLEGE 3 CO NVERSE COLLFG E 1 ERSKINE COLLEGE 0 NEWB ERRY COLLEGE 0 SUBTOIAL --0 --20 0 0 0 
16010101 MODERN rOREIGN LANGUAGES 
PRESBYHRIAN COLLEGE 0 
1605lfl 00 GrHMAN 
COLL ECE Of CIIARLESTON 3 u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 2 0 BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 0 COLUMBIA COLLEGE 0 FURMAN UNIVERSITY 5 WOffORO COL.LEGE 2 SUBlOfAL - ·75 ---·72 0 0 0 
16060100 GREEK, CLASSICAL 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 0 
16090100 FRENCII 
COLLEGE Of CIIARLE STON 12 FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 1 
LANDER COLLlGE 0 s.c. SfAH COLLEGE 0 u.s.c . - COLUMBIA 7 2 BAPIISf COi .LEGE Al CHARLESTON 0 BOB JONES UNIVERSI IY 1 
COKER COLLEGE 0 COLUMBIA COLLEGE 1 
40 
U.S. ll . I . l' l{{)(;f<J\M N/\ MI S 
M/\ S 11 RI s 
1/\XONOMY + IN S I llUI IONS /\ SSOC. 13 /\CHELO R' S 1S I l'IWr . SP[ CIA LIS I OOC TOR ' S 1987 198 7 198 7 198 7 19fl7 16090 100 rRENClf 
CONVEH S[ COLLEGE 
9 ER SKIN E COLU G[ 
1 FURMAN UNIVER S IT Y 
15 NEWBERRY COLLEG E 
0 PRESBYTfRI/\N COLL EGE 
1 WOHORD COLLEGE 
1 
--- 0 
SUBTOI/\L --0 ~ --2 --0 
16090200 ITALI/\N 
u.s.c. - COLIJM0 1 A 
0 
16090300 LATIN 
u.s . c. - COLl!MBIA 
0 
16090500 SPAN I Sit 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
8 FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 
2 s . c. SI AH COLLEGE 
1 u . s . c. - COLUMBIA 
5 lj OAP! 1ST COLLEGE Al CIIARLESTON 
0 1308 JONE S UNIV ERSllY 
0 COKER COLLEGE 
0 COLUMBIA COL I. EGE 
3 CONVER SE COLL [GE 
2 ERSKIN E COLL EGE 
1 FURMAN UNIVERSITY 
8 NEWBERRY COLLEGE 
0 PR[SBYT[RIAN COLL[GE 
1 WOFFORD COLLEGE 
6 
- 0 
SUB rQTAL --0 - TI ---lj - - 0 
16999901 CLASSICAL LANGUAGES FURMAN UNIVERSI rY 
2 
TOTAL FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
0 1?0 6 0 0 
41 
U.S.O . E. PROG RAM NAMf S MASTER'S TAXONOMY + IN Sll TUl ION S ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPECIALI ST DOCTOR'S 
1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
17010100 DENlAL ASS ISTING 
17010200 DENIAL HYGIENE 
M[DI CAL UNIVER S ITY OF S.C 14 
FLORENCE-DARLING fON l ECHN I CAI. COLL fG E 9 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEG E 17 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLI. EGE _ __!2 
SUBlOIAL 1,5 --14 - 0 --0 --0 
17010300 DENTAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY 
IRIDrNT TECHNICAL COLLEGF 6 
17020100 EXTRACORPOREAL CI RCULAI ORY lfCIINOLOGY 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY Of S.C 6 
17020600 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
GREENVILLE TECIINICAL COLLEGE 10 
PIEDMONT TECIINICAL COLLEGE 0 
SUBTOTAL --1-0 ---0 --0 --0 --0 
17020801 NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGY 
17020900 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY Of S . C 21 
fLORENCE-DARL I NG fON TECIIN I CAL COLLEGE 2 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLE.GE 1 ,, 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 11 
ORANGEBURG-CAUIOUN T ECIIN I CAL COLLEGE 9 
PIEDMONT TECIINICAL COLLEGE 8 
SPAIH ANBURG HCIIN I CAL COLL EGE 12 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 10 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 8 
SUBTOTAL ~ --2-1 - - 0 --(I --0 
42 
u .s .o.r. PROGIV\M NI\M LS MII S I rR' S 1 /\XON OMY + I NS ! I TUI I ON S /\ SSOC. 13ACII ELOR' S I S I PR OT. SPT C I /\ L I S I IJOC: l On' s 
19 87 19 8 7 19 8 7 198 7 1')8 7 
l 702 1000 RESP I RA 1 ORY lit ER A PY 1 [CIINOLOGY 
GHEE NV I LI E f fC IINI CAL COLLF_f; [ 10 
MI DLANDS TEC ltN I CAL COLL [ GE 2 3 
TRI DENT TECHNI CAL COLLEGE' __ 2 
-----6 SUBT0 1AL 4 2 - 0 - 0 0 
1702 11 00 SURG I CAL TECHNOLOGY 
170 3060 0 CYTO T ECIINOl OGY /111 STOTECIJNOLOGY 
MEDI CAL UNIVERS IT Y or s . c 5 
170 30900 MEO I C/\L L/\BORA TOR Y f ECIINOl OGY 
FL OHENCE- D/\RI.I NG TON TECIIN I CAL COLLEGE 9 
GR EE NVILL E l [CHNI C/\L COLL EGE 9 MID L/\ND S TECIINI C/\L COLL EGE 6 ORANGEBUHG- C/\LltOUN TEC HNI CAL COLLE GE 7 
SP/\H f/\NllURG H.CltN I CAL COL L EGE 13 
l RI - COUNT Y TECIIN I C/\ L COL L EGE 10 
TR I DENT TEC IIN I CAL COLLEGE 4 
YORK 1 ECIIN I C/\ l. COL LEGE 11 
SUB10l /\ L - 69 --0 - - 0 --0 - - 0 
170 31 000 MEDI CAL TECHNOLOGY 
MEDI CAL UNIVERS IT Y OF S . C 25 
1703990 1 MEDI CAL LAB OFFI CE ASS I ST AN T 
17040300 GENETI C COUN SE LING 
u . s .c. - COLUMBIA 5 
17050 300 MEDI CAL ASS I S f/\NT TECHNOLOGY 
4 3 
u. s.o . !: . l'Rl)C:R/\M N/\Ml-:S MA STER'S TAXONOMY I INST ITUTIONS /\ SSOC. AACII ELOR' S 1ST l'ROF' . SPEC IALI ST r>OCTO R' S 
1987 1987 198 7 1987 I '.187 
170 50 300 MED ICA L ASSISTANT TF:CIINOLOG Y 
P I EDMONT TECHNICAL COLLF:GE I 0 
17050500 MEDICAL ADMINISTRATIVE ASSI STANT 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - CHARL ESTON 13 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - COLUMBIA 4 
RU'rLEDG E COLLEG E - GREENVILLE 0 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARTANBURG 0 --SUBTOTAL 17 0 0 0 0 
17050600 MEDICAL RECORDS TECHNOLOGY 
FLORENCE - DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 3 
SUBTOTAL 3 0 0 0 0 
17050701 PHARMACY TECHNOLOGY 
17051200 VETERINARY TECHNOLOGY 
TRI - COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 9 
)7060200 NURSING ASSISTANT 
17060500 PRACTICAL NURSING 
17070500 OPTOMETRIC TECHNOLOGY 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 9 
17070600 ORTHOPTICS/OPHTHALMIC TECHNOLOGY 
17080600 MUSIC THERAPY 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 1 
44 
U.S. o . I . f'I WGH /\M NAMI S M/\S 11 ll' S 1/\XONOMY + IN S I llUI ION S /\SSOC. nAc11[ 1 on' s 1 s 1 PRO! . Sl'r Cl/\1 IS i ooc1nn' s 
1987 198 7 1981 1981 19 8 7 
1 7080700 OCCUPAT IONAI rn En/\ r Y 
MEDI CAL UNIVFR S I IY or s.c 15 
17081300 PHY S I C/\L THERAPY 
MEDI CAL UNIV[RS I rY or s.c 4 0 
17081500 PII YS ICAI T IIERAPY ASS IS TANT 
GR EE NVILLE lECIINICAL COLLEGE 14 
17081601 THERAPEUTI C RECREATION 
BF.Nm IC I CO LUGE lit 
17081800 RESPIRAIORY rHERAPY 
MEDI CAL UNIV ERSI IY or s . c 5 
TOT AL ALL I ED HEAL Tit 5 1,,~ 111 6 5 0 0 
18010100 AUDIOLOGY 
u.s .c. - COLUMBIA 9 
18010200 SPEECH PATHOLOGY 
u .s . c . - COLUMBIA 18 WINTHROP COLLEGE 1 SUBTOTAL --0 --0 - - 19 --() --() 
18010300 SPEECH PATHOLOGY ANO AUDIOLOGY 
s.c. S IATE COLLEGE 7 11, 
18010301 SP EEC H - LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY & AUDIOLOGY 
u . s.c. - CO LUMBIA 
0 
45 
U. S .O . E. PHOGRAM NAMI S MASTER'S 
TAXONOMY + IN STITUTION S ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF . SPECIALIST DOCTOR'S 
1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
18030100 CIIIROPRACT IC 
Sll[HMAN COLLEG E or SlRAIGltl CHIROPRACI IC 137 0 
18030101 CHIROPRACTIC ASSI S fANT 
180110100 DEN"I ISIRY 
MEDI CAL UNIVERSlfY or s .c 45 0 
18070100 llfALTH SERVICES ADMINISfRAl ION 
M[DICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C 37 u. s.c. - COLUMBIA 4 
SUBTOTAL --0 --0 --4-1 - 0 --0 
18070300 MEDICAL RECORDS ADMINISTRATION 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY or s .c 15 
18079900 HEALTH SC I fNCES 
MEDICAL UNIVERSI fY OF S.C 8 
18090100 MFDICAL LABORATORY fECHNOLOGY 
Cl EMSON UNIVERSI fY 5 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 0 
LANDER COLLEGE 5 
u. s .c. - COLUMBIA 1 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 0 
CENlRAL WESLEYAN COLI EGE 0 
COKER COLLEGE 1 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 0 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 0 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 1 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 0 
SUBTOTAL --0 - - 1-3 - - 0 --0 --0 
46 
U.S .O .E. PROGRAM NAMI S M/\S l En ' S 
TAXONOMY + I NS I I TU r ION S ASSOC . BAClffLOR' S IS I PRO F. SP[C I/\ LISl OOClOR' S 
1987 1987 19 8 7 198 7 l 98 7 
18100100 MEOICIN[ 
M[ DICAL UNIV ERS llY or s .c 111 5 0 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA .. ----21 0 
SUBlOIAL --0 ·--5 196 - 75 --- 5 
18100801 GERONTOLOGY 
18110100 NURSING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 86 0 
LANDER COLL EGE 3 12 
MEDICAL UNIV ERSITY or s .c I 18 Ill 
s.c. STAIE COLLEGE 0 
u.s .c . - COLUMBIA 172 0 
u.s.c. - Al KEN '-16 5 
u.s .c. - COASTAL CAROLINA 1 IJ 
u.s.c. - SPARlANBURG 51 17 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 1,5 
u.s.c . - LANC/\STER 9 
TECHNICAL COi LEGE OF lHE LOW COUNTRY 13 
FLORENCE-DARLINGlON HCIINICAL COLLEGE 59 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 98 
MIDLANDS TECHNIC/\L COLLEGE 7'-1 
ORANGEBllRG-CALIIOUN l rctm I C/\L COL LEGE 37 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEG E 20 
lRI-COUNTY lECHNI CAL COLLEGE 16 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLL EGE 55 
YORI< TECHNIC/\L CO LLEGE 16 
SUBTOlAL ~ lt55 --1-1, - 7 ---0 
18110200 ANESTHESIA FOR NURSES 
18110300 NURS l NG-MATERNAL/CH I LO HEAL rn 
18110500 NURSING-ADMINISTRATION 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 16 
47 
U. S. O. E. PROGRAM NAM f:S MA S fER'S 
TAXO NOMY + IN Sf llUflON S ASSOC. BACHELOR' S 1ST PROF. SP[CIALISf DOCTOR ' S 
1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
1811 0600 NUR S ING- COMMIJN . MLNTAl HLlH & PSYCltl . 
ll . S. C. - COL IJMBIA 3 
18119901 FAMILY HEALTH NUR S ING 
Cl .EMSON UNIVER S IT Y 10 
18119902 NUR S ING- CL INICAL 
u.s .c. - COLUMBIA 18 
18119903 NURSING-HEALTlt 
u. s.c . - COLUMBIA 6 
18119904 PRIMARY CARE NURSING 
18119905 TECltNICAL NURSING 
18140100 PHARMACY 
MfOICAL UNIVERSITY Of S.C 50 17 0 u. s .c . - COLUMBIA 64 10 0 
SUBfOTAL - - 0 - 1-14 ~ - - 0 - - 0 
• 18140101 PltARMAC[UTICAL SC IENC ES 
MEDICAL UNIV ERS ITY Of S . C 0 u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 2 4 
SUBlOTAL - 0 --2 --0 --0 ---,, 
18170100 PHE-DENTISIRY 
COLLEGE Of CHARLESTON 0 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 0 
SUBTOTAL - 0 - ~ 0 0 0 
48 
U.S. O.[ . PHOG RAM NAML S 
MA S , r R' s TAXONOMY + INSlllUflONS ASSOC . F3ACH( LOR' S 1S l PHOf. SPf CIAL IS f DO CTOR ' S 1987 1987 1987 198 7 198 7 
181 80 100 PRE -M [O 
COLLEGE or CH ARL ESTON 
0 BOR JONES UNIV ERS I TY 13 NEWBER RY COLLEGE __ o
-- - - 0 -- 0 
SU BTOT AL --0 13 0 
181 90 100 PRE-PHARMACY 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 
0 
18220200 PUB L IC HEALT H, GE NERA L 
u . s .c . - CO LUMBIA 
3 
18220 201 II EALTH AOMINI STRATION 
lJ . S . C. - COLUMBIA 
l 1 
18220202 II EALTH PROMO TIOM &: ED UCATION u . s. c. - COLUMBIA 
10 5 
18220203 PUBLI C lff AL HI - ENV I RONMEN f AL u. s .c. - COLUMBIA 
12 0 
18220204 PUB LIC HEALl H - EPIDEMIOLOGY u. s.c. - COLUMBIA 
10 0 
1822020 5 PUB LIC HEALTII - BI OSlA TISTI CS U. S.C . - COLUMBIA 
3 0 
TOTA L HEALTH SC IENCE S 5 11 6 19 61 2 0 10 
1901 0 100 HOM E ECONOMI CS, GE NERA L LANDER CO LL EGE 
8 
49 
U.S . O.E. PROGRAM NAM[ S MASI ER'S 
TAXONOMY + IN S fllUIIONS ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SP[CIALISl DOCTOR Is 
1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
19010100 HOME ECONOMIC S, GENERAL 
s . r,. S IAH COLL Lea 45 
WINIIIHOP COLLl:.CF. 4 
BOB JONES UNIV FRS ITY __ 22 
SUB IOTAL -- - 75 82 0 0 0 
1901101 00 CO NSU MER T[CllNOLOGY 
WINIIIROP COLLEGE 0 
19050100 rooo ANO NUTRITION 
s.c. ST AH COLLEGE 5 
WIN I IIHOP COLl.fGf. 7 _ 2 
SIJAl 01 AL ---·-o - 12 9 - - -0 --- 0 
19050300 DIETEl ICS, GENERAL 
WINlllROP COLLEGE 
19050301 FOOD SYSTEMS MANACEMF.Nr 
WI NTIIHOP COLL.EGE 
190501,00 NUfRITION SC IENC E 
s.c. STATE COLLEGE 6 
19070100 FAMILY RELATIONS & CHILO DEVELOPMENT 
s.c. STATE COLLEGE 6 
WINlHROP COLLEGE 3 l 
SUBTOTAL - ~ --9 --i ---0 --0 
19070101 CHILD OEVELOPMENT:CHILD CARE 
WINTIIROP COLLEGE ,, 
19070500 GERONTOLOGY 
50 
U. S . O. I . 
IAXONOMY 
PllOCRAM NAMI S 
+ IN S I llUI ION S 
19070500 G[RO NI OLOGY 
19079900 INDIVI DUAL & fAMI LY OEVrLOPMENT 
S.C. Sl ATE COLLEGE 
19090300 FASH ION MERC II ANOIS ING 
WI tH HROP CO i I rG[ 
19099900 TEXT I LES, CLOTH ING, AN O IN TE RI OR DES IGN 
WINTII ROP COLLEGF. 
l OTAL II OME ECO NOMI CS 
20020200 Clll l.O OE VELOPM[ Nf ASS IS lAN T 
2002020 1 CHI LO CARE ASS ISl ANT 
20020300 DAY CAR E SUP ERVI S ION 
BOB JONES UNIVERS I l Y 
20020500 EOU CAllON f EC HNO LOG I ES 
NOR fH GREE NVI LLE COLLLGE 
200 30300 COMM ERC IA L SEWIN G 
20030502 FASHION AND lAI LORING TE CIINOLOGY 
DENMARK TEC HNI CAL COLLEGE 
20040300 CULINARY ART S TEC HNO LOGY 
HORRY-GE ORGE TOWN l EC HNI CAL COLLEGE 
MA S lrR' s 
ASSOC. 11Af'. II[ LOR' S IS I PIWr . S P[ C I Al IS I DO CTOR' S 










U. S. O.E. PRO GR AM NAM ES MASf ER'S TAXONOMY + IN S fllU T ION S ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF . SPECIALIST DocroR' s " 1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
200110600 FOOD SE RVI CE MANAG EMFNl 
GR[ ENVILL f f [CHNICAL COLL EGE 7 
20050501 INf f RIOR DECO RATING 
BOB JONES UNIVEHSITY 
fOTAL VOCAflONAL HOME ECONOMI CS 32 1 0 0 0 
? 1010200 BUILDING CONSTRUCTION IE CHNOLOGY 
TE CUNICAL COLLEGE OF lll E LOW COIJNIRY 2 
DENMARK TECUNICAL COLL[GE 2 
PI EOMONT HCIIN I CAL COLLEGE 0 
SUBlOTAL ---,i 0 0 0 0 
TOTAL INDUSTRIAL ARTS 4 0 0 0 0 
22010100 LAW 
u . s . c. - COLUMBIA 250 0 
22010200 PRE-LAW 
BOB JONES UNIV f RSll Y 5 
22010300 LEGAL ASSI STANT 
FLORENCE-OARLINGlON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 8 
GRHNV I LL[ TECIIN I CAL COLLEGE 20 
MIDLANDS T ECIIN I CAL COLI EGE 14 
SUBTOTAL -- 42 --0 ---0 - 0 0 
22019900 INTERNATIONAL LEGAL STUDIES 
u . s.c. - COLUMBIA 0 
TOTAL LAW t1 2 5 250 0 0 
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U. S. 0. 1 . l'l<O( ; l{AM NI\ MI S MI\ S I LR'S 11\XO NOMY + IN S I ITUl IONS I\SSOC. 131\CII EI. OH ' S 1 S 1 PR OI . s rl CII\LI Sl oor; roR ' s 19 1H 1987 198 7 198 7 198 7 
? 30101 00 ENGL! SH, GFNrRl\l 
TIIE CI TAOLL 
2?. CLlMSON UNIV[R S ll Y 
39 10 COLI.EGE or CH/\RL ES lON 2 1, FRANCIS M/\R I ON COLU.GE 2 6 LANO ER COL LEGE 
8 s.c. SlATE COLLEGE 15 U.S. C. - COLUMOIA 
77 25 4 U.S. C. - A I l<EN 
5 U. S. C. - COASTAL CAROL IN/\ 6 U.S. C. - SP/\RTANBURG 
7 WINlHROP COLLE.GE 19 8 ALLEN UNIVFRSI IY 
0 BAPI 1ST COL.I.EGE AT CII/\IH.ESTON 9 BENrDICl COLLE(;f. 3 BOA JONfS UNIVLHSITY 
8 C[NIRAL WE SLE.YI\N COLLEGE 0 CLIIFLIN COi LEGE 10 COl<EH COi.LE.GE. 1 COLUMBIA COLI.EGE 7 CONVERSE COLLEG E 13 [RSI< I NE COLL.EGE 2 f URMAN UN I vrns 11 Y 40 LI MES 1 ONE COLLEGE 
2 MORRIS COLLE.GE 
3 NEWBERRY COLI EGE 3 PRF. Sl3YTERIAN COi LEGE 12 SOUlltERN MFllfOOIST COL.I.EGE 1 WOFrORO COLLEGE _ _! 2 
--0 ---4 
SUBIOTAL - - 0 377 ----r,} 
2 30?0100 CLASSICS 
COLLEGE OF Clfl\Rl ES fON 1 U. S. C. - COLUMBIA __ Q 
--0 
Sl/81011\L - -0 1 ·-- 0 --() 
23030100 COMPAR/\flVE LITERATURE u.s .c. - COLUMBIA 
2 0 
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U.S.0.E. PROGRAM NAM[S MASTER Is 
TAXO NOMY + IN ST ITUTION S ASSOC. BACH ELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPEC I ALI ST DOCTOR Is 
198 7 1987 1987 1987 1987 
2 3040 100 ENGi I SH WRIT I NG 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 4 2 
2 30 40101 PROrESSIONAL WRITING ANO PUBLISHING 
BOB JONES UNIV ERS ITY 6 
2 3060100 LINGUISTICS 
u. s.c . - COLUMBIA 4 
2 3080100 EN GL I SH LI TEHA 1 URE 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 
23 100100 SPEECl-t 
BOB JON ES UNIVERSITY 4 
23 999901 SPEECH/ORAMA 
BAPI 1ST COLl.fGE AT CHARLESTON 0 
TOT AL LETT ms 0 392 53 0 5 
21,010100 GfNERAL LIBfRAL ARTS & SClfN1,ES 
TltE CI TAOfL 1 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 2 4 
lJ. S . C. - COLUMBIA 12 246 
lJ. S . C. - AIK EN 6 12 
u.s .c . - COASTAL CAROLINA 20 31 
u.s .c. - Sl'ARIANBURG 0 46 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CIIARLESTON 3 4 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 2 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE 0 
MORRIS COLL EGE 1 3 
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ll . <, !I . I . 1·11111 .ttt.M Nllt 11 ' ; MIi ', I I ll' S I t, >' !INllM Y • IN <-; 111111111w; AS<-; OC . IIAc:111 I on' '. ; 1•; 1 l ' IHll . •;1• 1 r I Al 1 •; 1 l lllL inn' •; 
1 'Jfl / l 'lll / l 'lll/ l'Jll I I ' l/1 ' 
? 1IO 1 n, no Cl NI HAI I I 111 II A I All I S /1, Sr:I I Nr: I S 
ti. S . C . - Ill AIII crn I 39 
11 . S. c;. - I AN CAS I 111 93 
II. S . C . - S Al.1<111/1Ic:1111 '.)I 
11 . S . C . - S UMI Ill 15 
u . s . c . - IINION 29 
ANOI HS ON COi I I 1; 1 138 
C:I I NlON JR . COi ii Cl ;, ,, 
NORIH r.nrLNVllll COl.l f GI . 1,1, 
s rl\R I I\NIIUHc ; Ml IIIOll I S 1 COi U Gr 108 
CIII SI I RI 111 lJ - M/11!1. IIORO llf.llNICI\I CO i I rGr 1 I 
GRI I NV I LI l 11 CIIN ICAI COi LI 1; [ ,,, 
MI IJI. /\NIJ S I I CIIN I C /11. COi LI (:I J 1 
IR 1-CO\JN I Y I I CIIN I CI\L COi. i I r.1 22 
IHIIHNI I I CIIN I C/\1 COll IGI. 35 
~ I I l 11\MS IIIJRC; I I CIIN I C'. I\L COi I r er 5 
YOfll< I I C:IIN I C/11 CO i I I 1:1 I 
------
S \JBIOl/\1 ----,qo - -1~9 -- .. ii () () 
2 1101010 I III\C C'. 1\11\IJRI tl S I\R I I IIM r I sc1rN111\t 
ti . S . C . - COi IIMll I I\ 3 
?l1019901 I. IOI RAI II C:IIN I C:/11 SI 1111 If S 
MOflll I S CO i I. I 1; f 0 
TOl"AI I I Ill RI\I /!;l Nl 111\I S 1111111 S 790 367 n 0 () 
?5030100 I I RRI\IU Tl CIIN I C/\1 I\ SS I 
250,,0101 IIBH/\RII\N S lllr 
ti . S . C. - COIIJMlll/\ 76 3 
?':,or,o 100 M\lSflJM M/\NI\GFMINI 
TOTAi LI BH/\RY /\NO /\RC:11 I VIII sc,rncr:s 0 n 76 3 0 
55 
ll .S. O . I . l'IHlCH AM NIIMI S 
MA S II HI s IAXO NOMY + IN S I I IUI ION S AS SOC. UACllf l OR I S 1 S I l'HOI. SP I C IA I I S i DOCIOll' S 1981 19 8 I 1981 198 / 198 / 
?60 10100 BIOIOCY 
I llf C I I Alli I 
19 COi ii GI 01 CIIAHI I S I ON 116 I llANC I s MAR I ON COi.i I er ;:> 11 l ANllfll CO i I £ 1: 1 
8 s.c. S I A If C.O I I I C l 
? 9 u.s.c . - CUL UMIIIA 
91 10 11 II . S. C. - All<LN 
'.> ll . S . C. - COAS I AL CAHOI I NA 6 u.s. c. - SPAHlANUURG 8 WIUIIIROP COLL[G[ ? 11 AL LI ti UNIVfRSI JY () 11111' I I S I COL LI G[ Al CIIAHLI S I ON '.> IHNfOICI COl.l[G[ 
I 7 0011 JONIS UNIVLRSIJY 10 Cl NI HAI. WLSI I YAH COL I.I G[ ?. CIAII.IN COIILG[ 
7 COKIH COLUG[ 
4 COIUMBIA COll[G[ 
5 CONVl l!Sf COi I.I G[ 
9 IH S KINf COi It Cf 
3 !URMAN UNIVLH S IIY 31 I IMI S f"ONI. COi ii Cf 1 MOllH I S CO i LI GI ,, 
NfWUE RRY CO i I I <a 
3 l'Hl SUYllHIAN COLlfG[ 19 VOOHIII [ S COi I I GI 1, WOI ~ OHO COi.i f GI 
49 SllBlO I Al ···- o ~ 3 11 0 1, 
260 10101 BIOLOGICAL SC ILNC[S 
Cl[MSON UNIVlflSllY 0 
2 602 0100 BIOCHIMISIRY 
CLI.MSON UNIVIR S IIY 8 1 () COLI [Gf 01" CIIAlll I S I ON 5 
56 
U. S .O.L. PH OGR /\M N/\MI S M/\ S 11 R' S 1/\XONOMY + IN S I I IUT ION S /\ SSOC. [11\CIIE LOH' S 1 S I PHOI . SPECIAL I S I lJ OC: IOH' S 
1987 1987 1987 1987 198 7 
26020100 BIOCll [ MI STRY 
MrDI CAL UNIVERSI IY or s.c _ ___ Q 0 SUBIOI/\L () - --n 1 ---5 --- i} 
26030 100 B01/\NY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSI IY 0 
26030500 PLANT P/\TIIOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSIT Y 2 
26030700 PLANT PIIYSIOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 0 
260119901 CELLULAR &: MOU CUL/\R BIOLOGY & l'A1110810 
MEDICAL UNIVlRSllY OF S . C 7 
26050 100 MICROBIOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIV ERSllY 23 3 2 
26050101 IMMUNOLOGY & MI CROBIOLOGY 
MEO I CAL UNIVERSI IY or S.C 1 3 
26060100 ANA fOMY 
MEDICAL UNIV ERSITY OF S.C 0 0 
26060200 BI OM[TRY 
MEDI CAL UNIVERSllY or s.c 0 3 
26060700 MARINE BIOLOGY 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESlON 2 5 
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U.S . 0.f . PROGRAM NAMI S 
MAS"I ER Is TAXONOMY + I NS I I I U I ION S ASSOC . BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPECIALISf DOCTOR'S 1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
26060700 MARIN E UIOIOC Y u.s . c. - COLUMBIA 
18 5 2 
u.s.c. - COASTAL CAROL INA _ 2 SUBIOTAL - - 0 29 --1-0 0 2 
26060900 NUlRI I ION 
CL[MSON UNIV[RSITY 
6 2 
2606990 1 ECO NOMIC BIOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIV ERSITY 
8 
26069902 AQUACULTUR E,F ISIIERI ES & WI LOLlf E £l10LOGY Cl.EMSO N UNIV ERS I IY 
11 
?6069903 BIOMEDICAL SC IENCE 
II. S. C. - CO LUMBIA 
? 
26070100 ZOOLOGY 
Cl f MSON UNIV ERS IT Y 
23 3 
26070200 ENIOMOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIV ERS II Y 
2 3 
260101100 PA l llO LOGY 
MED ICAL UNIV fRS IJ Y OF S.C 
0 0 
?6070500 PHARMACOLOGY 
MEDICAL UNIV ERSIT Y or s .c 
26070600 PHYSIOLOGY 
MED ICAL UNIV ERS IT Y or s.c 
1 0 
TOfAL LI FE SC IENCES 
0 529 45 0 3 1 
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U. S. O . I . l'Hoc;RI\M NI\MI S MI\ S 11 HI s ll\XO NOM Y + I NS I 11 U I ION S I\ SSOC . BI\CHI LOR I s 1 S I Pl<OF . SPF C l/\1 I S i DOCIQH' S 
19 1H 198 I 198 I 198 I 1 rm i 
27010 100 MATH EMATI CS , GENfR/\ 1 
flf E C l rl\D EL 118 CLE MSON UNIV[RS ll Y 62 ? 6 3 COLLE GE or CH/\H L[ SlON 23 fR/\N C I S MARION COLLFGE ?6 LANDER COLL ECr: 8 s.c. S I/\ I [ COL LEG [ 18 u. s.c. - COL UMOIA 25 15 2 WINTHROP COL Lr CE 11, 11 ALLEN UNIVERS ll Y 0 BAPl I S i COLLEGE AT CllARI.E.STON 2 BEN ED I CT COLL EGE 9 BOA JONE S UNIVER S ll Y 9 CEN IRAL WE SLEYAN COi.LEG[ ,_, 
CLMLI N COLLEGE 0 COKl:H COi LEGE 2 COL.UMl3 I I\ COi LEGE 2 CONvrn s r COLL EGF. 3 fRSKINf COLUG[ 4 rURHAN UNIVER S IIY 9 I. I MF. S roN E COLLEG E 1 
MOHHIS COLLEGE 10 NEWBERRY CO LI [C f 1, 
PRE SBY TEHI/\N COLLEGE 7 VOORHEE S COLLEGE 8 WOFFORD COLL EGE 1 1 
SUB fOl AL ---0 - 309 - 52 --- 5 - - -5 
2 7019901 Ml\ I HEMA I I CS & COM PU I EH SC I ENCE u. s.c . - A I KEN 8 CLAFLIN COLI fGE 9 NF: WO ER RY COLI EGE ----2 ---0 --0 SUl3101 AL --0 ?2 -··o 
27030100 APPL I [O MATH 
u.s .c. - COASTAL CAROLINA ,_, 
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U.S. 0.[. PROGRAM NAM [S MAST ER 'S 
TAXO NOMY + IN S rlTUllONS AS SOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPECIALIST DOCTOR I s 
1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
2 70 50 100 S-IArl ST ICS 
U.S. C. - COL UMBIA 10 10 0 
lOTA L MAlHFMATICS 0 345 62 0 5 
30010100 BIOIOGICAL & PHYSICAL SC IENCES 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 1 
CONV ERSE COLLEGE 1 
SUBrorAL ---0 -·--2 0 - - 0 0 
300110101 HUMANITIES 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 12 
CO NVERSE COLLEGE 0 
LIMESlONE COLLEGE 0 
WOFFORD COLLEGE 3 
SUBlOlAL --- 0 - 15 0 0 0 
30999902 SC I ENCE & MA rllEMA r I CS 
LIMESIONE COLLEGE 
• 
30999903 INDIVIDUALIZED CURRICULUM PROGRAM 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 2 
FURMAN UNIV ERSITY 4 
SUBTOTAL - -0 ---6 0 0 0 
309999011 INTERDEPARTMENTAL STUDIES 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 8 
30999905 INlERNATIOttAL ST UDIES 
MORRIS COLLEGE 0 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 0 
SUBTOTAL --0 --0 0 --0 ---0 
6 ') 
U. S. 0 . I . PH OC llAM NAMr S MA :-; 11_n' s lAXONOM Y + IN S I I lUI IONS ASSOC. llACII ELOR ' S l S I PHOI . SPF CIALI S I IJO Cl OH ' S 
1987 198 7 1987 198 7 1987 
30999906 CONlHACIUA L s 1u u 1r s 
CO i l/M A 1 A COL U G~ 6 
30999907 IN HR DI SC IPLINAHY SlUDI ES 
LANOEH COLLEGE 3 
TO lA L MULTI / INlFRDI SC IP LI NARY ST UDl [S 0 ti 1 0 0 () 
3 10101 00 PARK S OPEHA r I ON 
IIORR Y-GFORGF. ·10\/N l FClfN I CAL C:OLLEGE 0 
31020101) GOLF COUR SE MANAG[MENf 
IIOHRY- GF ORG[ 1 OWN 1 F.C: IIN I CAL COLI [GF 15 
31030100 PARKS, R[CREAllON, & lOllRISM MGf. 
CL[MSON UNIV ERS ll Y 0 6 0 
31030101 PARKS, R[CR[ATION, ANO fOUR I SM MGT. 
CLEMSON UNIV ERS ll 'f 75 
TOIAL PARKS ANO REC REAllON 15 75 6 0 0 
36010101 COMMUNITY R[CREATION 
BEN ED IC r COL.LEGE (I 
TOTAL LEISURE & RE CR[ AllONAL ACf lVITI ES 0 0 0 (I 0 
1R010Hl0 Pll 11 OSOl'HY 
COLLf:GE or ClfARI.FSTON 10 
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U.S.0.E. PROGRAM NAM ES MASTER'S 
lAXONOMY + IN Sf lTUT ION S ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPf_CIALIST DOCTOR'S 
1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
38010100 PHILOSOPHY 
u.s .c. - COLUMBIA 8 2 
CONVERSE COLLE GE 0 
FURMAN UNIVERSI fY 6 
WOFFORD COLLEGE 1 
SUBlOTAL --0 --25 - 2 0 0 
38020 100 RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 3 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLE STON 10 
COK[R COi LEGE 1 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 5 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 1, 
fUHMAN UN I vrns I TY 0 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 1, 
WOF FOHD COLLEGE 1 
SUBIOlAL. ·--·o --28 0 0 0 
38020101 Rfl IGION, GENFRAL 
ALLEN UNIV[RSI IY 0 
FURMAN UNIVERSlfY 14 
SUBTOTAL ---0 --1-1, 0 0 0 
380?0102 RELIGION AND CMRISTIAN EDUCATION 
ERSKIN E COi.LEGE 4 
FURMAN LJNIVFRSITY 0 
SUB fOTAL --0 --4 0 --0 - 0 
38999901 RFLIGION/PHIIOSOPHY 
WIN l llROP COLL EC[ 0 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 1 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 0 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 1 
PRESBYTERIAN COi.LEGE 0 
SUBfOlAL - 0 --2 0 0 0 
TOTAi. PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION 0 73 2 0 0 
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U.S . 0 . 1 . . l'HOC IUIM NAMI S MA S 11 HI s lA XO tHJMY + IN S I I IUI ION S ASSOC. Bi\Cll[LOR'S 1 S I l'ROI . S rl CI i\ L IS I IJOCIOR'S 
198 7 I 98 l 191H t 91l r 1 C)fl 7 
390 1010 1 NEW l[SIAMFNT GRI rK 
CE N I HAI W[ SlE Yi\N CO LIF Gr 
39020100 BlrlLE 
BOU JONF.S UNIV[R S I I Y 14 95 2 1 3 CENlRAL W[ SlF Yi\ N COLLEGE 3 COLUMBIA BIBLE COLLEGF & SE MINAR Y 20 108 0 SOUlll[RN M[l110D1 S1 COLLEGF. 0 0 2 NORllt GHEF NVIILF. COLLLGE 6 
-- 7 SUA IOIAL --,.,o - 2 06 ·-23 - -·-o 
39030101 CltURClt MI SS IONS 
BOA JONFS lJNIVER S ll Y 16 
39030102 MEDICAL MI SS IONS 
BOB JONES UNIVERSllY 0 
39030103 CHRISTIAN MISSI ONS 
sournrnN ME TIIOD Is T COLLEGE 0 
39039901 MISSIONARY AVIATION 
BOB JONES UNIVF.RSITY 3 
390110100 RELIGIOUS EDUCA f I ON 
CENfRi\L WE SLF.Yi\N COLLEGE 3 COLUMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE & SEMINARY 0 6 MORRIS COLLEGE 0 SUBTOII\L ---0 ---3 ----6 --0 --- -0 
3901,0101 CIIR I ST I flN EDUC/\ I I ON 
SOU1HERN MflHOOISf COLLEGE 0 
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1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
39050100 RFL IGIOU S MU S IC 
ROB JON ES UNIVL RS I IY 4 3 C[ NIRAL WE SLEY AN COLL EGE 2 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 0 
SURTOIAL --0 - - 6 --3 ---0 - - 0 
39050101 CIIUR CII MUSI C 
WINTIIHOP COLLEGE 0 
RAPI IS [ COLLEGE Al CltAIU FSfON 2 
COLUMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE&: Srr-tlNARY 0 
fURMAN UNIVERSITY 2 
NLWIH RRY COLL [Gf 0 
SUBTOlAL - 0 --4 0 0 0 
39060100 ritEOLOGICAL PROFESSIONS, GENfRAL 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 41, 0 CENlRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE -, 
COLUMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE&: SEMINARY 0 92 ERSKINE COLLEGE 14 10 LUTHlRAN lHEOLOGICAL SlMINARY 39 1 MORR I S COLI EGE 0 
SUBTOTAL ---0 - -,, - 189 0 11 
39999901 CHURCH AOMINISTRAllON 
BOB JONES UNIV l RS llY 16 4 0 
39999902 PASIORAL SIUOIES 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 12 4 
39999903 CHURCH H I S TOIW 
BOB JONES UNIV ERSITY 0 0 
39999904 CHRISTIAN MINISlRIFS 
SOUTHERN ME I 1100 I ST COLLEGE 0 
TOTAL TIIEOLOGY 40 274 229 0 1 It 
64 
lJ. s . 0. 1 . l'l <OG IV\M NI\MI S MI\ S IIH' S 1/\XON OMY + IN S ! llUI ION S /\SSOC. 0/\Cll f LOR' S IS I PHOI . Sl'I CII\LI S I noc ron ' s 1987 19131 I 913 I 19 13 I 19 13 7 
111)0 5 0 100 Cl l[M I Sl RY 
Ill [ CI 1 /\UrL 
3 CLE MSON UNIV[HS I IY 9 9 5 COLI.LG[ OF CII/\ HLL SlON 9 rR/\NCIS M/\RION CO LLEGE c L/\NDFR COLLEGf 1 s . c . SlAl E COLL[GF 2 u.s. c. - COL UMBIA 15 6 2 1, WINlllROP COLLEGE 
5 ALL EN UNIVrH S IT Y 0 BAPII Sl CO ll[G[ /IT C:IIARLFSTON 1 BE.NED I C:1 COLLEGE 3 ROB JONfS UNIVER S ITY 6 crNIH/\L WI SI [Y/\N CO i I [G[ 1 Cl/\lLIN COLL[Gl 
? COH H COLLLGF 
0 CO l.lJMU I II CO i I EGE 1 CONVfR SI· CO i LlGE 7 EllSI< I Nf COLL[G[ 1 ruRMAN UNIVrllSIT Y 15 NLWB ERR Y COL l EG F 0 PRESBYTFHI/\N COLLEGE 2 worroHU CO i I EGE __ 9-
-- , ·i --- 5 SUBTOIAl - 0 911 29 
Lt00 5990 1 lFXTILE CllfMISIRY 
CLEMSON UNIV[ RS ll Y 
5 
lt0060100 GEO LOGY 
CL[MSO N UNIVER S IT Y 
9 COLI.E GE or CHARLE S I ON 5 FRANCIS MIIRION COLLEGE 0 U. S . C. - COLUMBl/1 23 23 9 FIJRM/\N UN I Yr.RS I TY __ 2 SlJBlOlAI. - 0 1, 2 - -23 - - 0 9 
1~0070300 [ /\RlH SC IENCES, GENER/IL 
IJ. S. C. - COLUMBl/1 
2 
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U.S. 0 .f. PROG RAM NAMf S MASTER'S lAXONOMY + IN STITUTION S ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPfC I AL IS f DOCTOR' S 1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
l10079900 NATURAL SC IENCLS 
U. S. C. - COLUMBIA 
1100801 oo PIIYSI CS 
IH E C ITAD EL 5 CLEMSON UNIV ER SIT Y 6 2 2 COL LE GE OF CIIARLE SlON 10 fRAN CIS MARION COLLEGE 11 s .c . SfAlE COLLEGE 0 u. s. c . - COLUMBIA 0 3 3 BAPTI ST COLLEGE AT CHARLE S ION 0 BENEDICT COLLEGE 3 BUB JONES UNIVERSITY 10 EH SK I Nf COL LEG[ 2 fURMAN UNIVERSI IY 0 PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 4 WOHORO COLLE.GE _ .2 SUBTOTAL --0 119 --5 -·o - - 5 
40080101 PIIYSI CS/fNGINfERING 
BEN ED I Cl COLLEGE 0 
110089901 HEAi lit PHYS ICS 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 2 
!10999901 NAfURAL SCIENCE 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 3 
l10999902 lEXT I LE SC I EN CE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 4 3 
40999903 TEXTILE & POLYMER SCIENCE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
66 
U.S. o. I. . l'HOC lll\ M N/\ MI S 
M/\ S II H' S 1/\XONOMY + I NS I I I U I IONS /\ SSOC. A/\CII LLOH ' S 1S l l'H OI . Sl' I CI/\ LIS I DOC TOH ' S 198 7 198 7 198 7 19/l / 198 7 
IJ0999 9 01.t ENV I RONM EN I /IL II E/11 I It SC I l:. NfT BENEOI CI COLL I GF 0 
TOl /\ L PHYS ICAL SC I ENCES 0 199 5 1 I) lj /1 
l.t 1030 10 1 Cll f.M ICAL LAB /\SS ISTANf 
l OfA L SC I ENC[ l [C IIN OLOGI ES 0 0 0 0 0 
1, 20 10 10 0 PSYC HOLOGY, r, [N [H AL 
Tll [ CI 11\IJ[l 
12 CLFM SO N UNtV r. RS llY 33 CO L Ll:.G[ 01 CIIA HU Sl ON ti 3 FRAN C IS M/\RION COLL[G[ 16 LAN Ufl1 COLLEGE 
11.1 s .c. STAl f COUFG[ 7 II . S . C. - A I KLN 
7 lJ . S . C. - CO/\ S IA L CAH OLINA 20 u. s .c. - Sl'/\HfAN BUHG 20 WINIHHOP CO LLEGE 
33 B/\P TIS I COLLEGE /\ T CHARL ESTON 11.1 C[ NTH/\ L WI. SLl:.Y /\N COLL EGE 7 COKI. H COi LEGl: 
5 CO LOMB I A COLL [GE 
8 CO NV EHSE CO i LEGE 
9 EH SK I NF. COL L EG E 
7 r uHMAN UNIV EHS ITY 2 5 LIM f.S IONI:. COLLEGF 3 PR[SBYT fHIAN COLLEGE 28 WO Fr ORO COi. LEG[ 23 SUB TO T AL --0 - 331, 0 0 0 
lt 2020 100 CLINI CAL-COMMUNIT Y PSYCII OLOGY u. s.c. - CO LUMBIA 
6 
67 
U.S.O.E. PROGRAM NAMf S MASl ER'S fAXOIWMY + IN ST llUTION S ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROf. SPEC IA L IS T DOCTOR ' S .. 
1987 1987 1987 1987 198 7 
4201!0100 APPLIED PSYCHOIOGY 
rRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 5 
11 2060100 PSYCHOLOGY ron COU NSE LING 
COKER COLL [GE 0 PR ESBYTER IAN COLLEGE 0 SUB TO I AL --0 --0 --0 --0 --0 
'1 2060 101 GUIDAN CE ANO COUNSELING 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 0 
11 2080100 EXPERIMENTAL PSYCIIOLOG Y 
u.s .c. - COLUMBIA 140 3 2 
11 ?99990 1 OfllAVIORAL SCIENCE 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 5 
lOlAL PSYCHOLOGY 0 1,79 8 0 8 
l1 30 10200 CORRECTIONS 
u.s.c . - COLUMBIA 
43010300 CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
s . c. SI AT E COI.U GE 2 1, u.s .c . - COLUMBIA 6t1 u. s . c. - A I KfN 5 u.s .c. - SPARTANBURG 6 BAPTIST COLLEGE Al CHARLESTON 7 
BENEDI C f COLLEG E 2 4 
VOORH EE S COILEG[ 2 u.s.c . - LANCASTER 6 
'I' 
68 
U.S. O. I . r1w c;RAM NI\MI S MA S I I H' S 11\XONOMY + IN S ! 1 lUI ION S ASSOC . 131\CIIE I.OR' S IS I PROr . SPF CfALI S f IJ OC:IOR' S 19fl 7 1 9fl 7 1 C/fl 7 198 1 11JB I 
,,30 10300 CR IMINA L JU S flCE 
SPAR f"ANl:311RG Ml TIIOll I Sl CO i I rc;r 20 1 F.C IIN I CAL CO i LI c;L 01 lllr LOW COU NlR Y 4 fLOREN C[ -DARLINGION lECIINICM. COLLEGE 10 GR[UNI I. LE I EC HNI CAL COLLEGE 8 ltORR Y-G[ORG[ I OHN II CIINICAL COLLEGE 12 MI DLANOS l l CIIN I CAL COLl.l:.GE 4 3 ORANGEBURG-C ALHOUN T [CltN I CAL COLL EGE 22 PIEDMONT lECHNICAL CO L LEG[ ? 1 SUM I ER AR~ A l [C IIN I CAI CO i UGF 14 IRI-COUNI Y l[CIINJCAL COL LEGE 12 TR I DEN I IF CIIN I CAL COLU.GE --~ - 7 SIJBIOII\L 18 7 - 12~ I) --·o 
1,301011_00 CR IMINI\L JU S TI CE [DUCA I I ON u. s .c. - COL UM13 I I\ ,, 
43010 700 LAW rnroncc. MFNT 
IJ.S.C . - COLIJMBII\ 1 5 
43010701 LAW ENfOR CE M[Nl AND CORR[CllONS 
CE NTRAL WESLfYI\N CO LLEGE 2 
43019 90 1 COURT S[RVI C[S 
u.s .c. - COL UMBIA 
ltJ01990? JUVfNIL E S[RVICFS 
U.S . C. - COLUMBIA 2 
43019903 PLANNING & RFS EAR CII 
u. s.c. - COLIJMBII\ 
TOTAL PROTECTIVE SERVICES 188 1?7 ,,, 0 0 
69 
U.S.0.E . PROGRAM NAM ES 
MAST ER'S TAXONOMY + IN S J I TUT ION S AS SOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPECIALIST DOCTOR ' S 1987 198 7 1987 1987 1987 
411010 I 00 URBAN PUBLIC AtJAIR S 
COLLEGE Of CIIAR LESTON 
12 u.s.c . - CO LUMBIA 
0 SlJBlOTAL ---0 - - 0 - 12 0 0 
,,,,o 10101 PURI.I C ArrAIR S 
COL UMBIA COLLEGL 1 7 
44040100 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION u. s .c. - COLUMBIA 
29 BfN[OICT CO LL EGE I SUBIOIAL ----75 ---r --29 () 0 
1,1,01,0101 GOVERNMENT & PUBLIC SERVICE WIN fltROP COLLEGE 
4 
114070100 SOC I AL WORK & II ELP I NG SERVICES s.c. STATE COLLrG[ 11 u. s.c. - COLUMBIA 
82 WINIHROP COL I EGE 15 BENEO IC I CO LI EGE 
13 COL UMBIA COLLEGE 
9 FR SK I NE COLLE.GE 
6 LIM[S lONE COLLFGf 2 SUBIOIAL - 7 ~ ~ - - 0 - - 0 
t14079901 IIUMAN SERVI CES 
DENMARK TECIINI CAL COLLEGE 6 FLORENCE-DARLINGION TECHNICAL COLLEGE 14 MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 25 PIEDMONT TfCIINI CAL COLLEGE 17 SUBTOTAL ~ --0 - - 0 - - 0 --0 
TOTAL PUBLIC AFFAIRS 62 78 123 0 0 
• 
70 
u. s. 0. r: . PROG RAM NAM E. S MA S l [R ' S lAXONOMY + INS lllUrlON S ASSOC. 13ACII ELOR' S 1ST PRO r. SPEC IALI Sl DOCTO R' S 
19 87 198 7 198 7 198 7 198 7 
4 5010 100 SOCIAL SC I EN CES , GrnrnAL 
s .c. STATE COL LE GE 0 u. s .c . - COL UM BIA 8 ALL EN UNIV ERS l lY 0 CE NTRA L WES LEYAN COLLEGE 3 COKER COLLEGE 13 LIM ESTO NE COLLEGE 0 PRES BYl ER IAN COL LEGE I~ 
SUBTOTAL - 0 -~ 8 --0 0 
1, 5020 100 ANTH RO POLOGY 
U.S . C. - CO L\JM B I A 10 
1~ 5030 100 ARCHEO LOGY 
u.s .c . - COLUMBIA 3 
l1 5060 100 ECONOMI CS 
CLEMSON UNIV ERS ll Y t1 5 10 COLLEGE or CHA RLEST ON 9 FRAN C IS MA RION COLLEGE 14 u. s.c . - COL UMBIA 39 3 2 BA PT IST CO LLEGE AT CHARL ES TON 1 
BEN EO I CT COLL EGE 2 
CONVER SE COLLEGE 0 FU RMAN UNIVF RS ll Y 11 
NEWBERR Y COL LEGE 0 PR ESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 0 WOF FORD COLLEGE __ 12 
SUBTO fAL --0 136 13 - 0 - -2 
1, 5010 100 GEOGRAPHY 
FRAN CIS MARION COLLEGE 3 u. s .c. - COLUM BIA 18 11 1 SUBTO TAL --0 - 2 1 --1-1 - -75 --1 
71 
U.S . O. E. PROGRAM NAMES MASTER'S 
TAXONOMY + INSTITUTIONS ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPECIALIST DOCTOR'S 
1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
45080100 HI STORY 
THE CITADEL 30 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 7 3 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 39 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 19 
LANDER COLLEGE 3 
s.c. STATE COLLEGE 1 
u.s.c . - COLUMBIA 41 8 u.s.c. - AIKEN 4 
u.s.c. - COASTAL CAROLINA 10 
u.s.c. - SPARTANBURG 10 
WIN fltROP COLLEGE 15 3 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CIIARLES TON 12 
B[NED I Cl COLL EGE 2 
BOB JONf:S UNIVERSITY 7 
CENlHAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 0 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 5 
COKER COLLEGE 5 
COLIJMB I A COLLEGE 2 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 9 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 7 
fUHMAN UNIVERSITY 28 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE 1 
MOHHIS COLLEGE 0 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 5 
PHESBYTERIAN COi.LEGE 11 
WOFFORD COL LEGE 14 
SUBTOTAL --0 ~ 7 ·--1-4 0 
!15080101 APPLIED lilSfOHY 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 2 
45090100 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 56 17 2 
45090102 INTERNATIONAL GOVERNMENT AND COMMEHCE 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 0 
72 
u.s.o . r. PROGRAM NAM ES MA S 1 [R ' S 1/\XONOMY + I NS 1 I TU I ION S /\ SSOC. B/\CII ELOR'S 1 S I l'IWF . SPFC IALI S I llOCTOH'S 
1987 198 7 198 7 198 7 198 7 
4 5 100 100 POLITICAL SC IEN~F & GOVFRNMENT 
TH E CITAD EL 4ll 
CLFMSON UNIV ER S llY 38 
COLLEGE OF CIIA RLESlON 50 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 4 2 
LANDER COLLEGE 8 s.c. STAlE COLLEGE 1 3 u.s.c. - COLU MBIA 11 2 3 3 u.s.c . - A I KEN 7 u.s .c . - COASTAL CAROL INA 16 u.s .c. - SP/\R IANBURG 9 
WI NlltHOP COLLEGE 26 
BAPTI ST COLLEGE Al CH ARL ESTO N 6 
COK FR COLLEGE 0 couvrnsr COLLE GE 9 
fU RMAN IJNIVEHSITY 78 
NEWB EHRY COLL EGE 8 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 1 1 
WOFFORD COLLEGE 14 
SUBTOTAL --- (} -1191 --3 --0 - - 3 
t1510010 2 POLITI CAL SC IENCE ANO HI STORY 
MORRI S COLLEGE 2 
4 5 10010 3 POLITICAL SC IENCE 
BEN ED I CT COLLE.GE 3 
VOORH EES COLLEGE 4 
SUBTOTAL --0 --, --0 0 0 
4511 0100 SOCIOLOGY 
CLE MSON UNIVERSITY 18 
COL LEGE OF CHARL ES TON 21 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 2 1 
LANDER COLLEGE 111 
s.c. S 1 A TE COLLEGE 0 
73 
U.S . O.E. PROGRAM NAMlS MASTER'S 
TAXONOMY + I NS f I TUT IONS ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPECIALIST DOCTOR'S 
1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
1,5110100 SOCIOLOGY 
u. s.c. - COLUMBIA 38 4 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 6 
BAPTI ST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 8 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 5 
CLAFLIN COLLEGf 16 
COKER COLLEGE 3 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 4 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 5 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 18 
MORRIS COLLEGE 0 
NEWBEHRY COLLEGE 6 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 7 
VOORHEES COLLEGE 11 
WO FrORD COi.LEGE 18 
SUBTOTAL --0 - 2 19 ---4 0 0 
l15110102 SOCIOLOGY/SOCIAL WORK 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 0 
1~ 5 120100 URBAN STUDIES 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 4 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 1 
SU810TAL --0 --5 --0 - - 0 --0 
45999901 SOC I Al. STUD I ES 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 0 
LIMESlONE COLLEGE 0 
MORRIS COLLfGE 111 
SUBTOTAL --0 --1-1, - - 0 0 0 
TOTAL SOCIAL SCIENCES 0 1268 75 0 9 
l16010100 MASONRY 
74 
U.S.O . [. PROGRAM NAM ES M/\ S l~R' S T/\XO NOMY + I NS I llU l ION S /\SSOC. B/\Cll[LOR'S IS I PROr. SPEC I/\LI S f DOC I OR'S 
19 87 1987 198 7 1987 1987 
116010 100 MASONRY 
116020100 CARPENTRY 
BOB JONES UNI VERSll Y 3 
11 601~0 100 GE NER/\ L MAIN TE NANCE 
l1 605020() P l PH ITT ING 
11 6999901 BUI LDING CO NSTR UCTI ON r EC IIN OLOGY 
l OT /\ L CO NST RU CII ON TRADES 3 0 0 () 0 
1,1 0 101 00 ELEC l RO NI CS TEC HN OLOGY 
DE NMA RK r[C HNI CAL COLLEGE 6 
HORRY- GEORGF.TOWII I EC IINI CAL COLLEGE 0 
SUM TER ARE A TECH NI CAL COLLEGE __ _2 
SUBTOT/\L 15 --5 - 0 ---0 --0 
4 70 10 4 00 COM PUTER El ECTRONI CS TEC HNOLOGY 
GREEN VI LLE TEC HNI CAL COLLEGE 8 
4 7020 100 HEATIN G, VENT ILAflON & AI R CO NDIT IONING 
TEC HNI CAL COLLEG[ OF THE LOW CO UNf RY 0 CH[STERF I ELD -MA RLAORO l EC IINI CAL COLL.EGE 1 
DE NMARK TEC HNI CAL COLLEGE 1 
FLORE NCE -U/\Rl. lNGfON TEC HNI CAL COLLEGE 0 
GREE NVI LLE TEC IIN I CAL COLLEGE 9 HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECH NI CAL COLLEGE 0 MI DLAN DS r EC HNI C/\ L COLLEGE 11 
75 
U.S.0. E. PROGRAM NAM ES MASTER'S 
TAXONOMY + INSTITUTIONS ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPECIALIST DOCTOR'S 
1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
47020100 HEATING, VENTILATION & AIR CONDITI ONING 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
PIEDMONT TEC HNI CAL COLLEGE 0 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 6 
SUBTOTAL ~ --0 0 0 0 
1,102020 1 AIR CO NDITIONING/REFHIGERATION MEC II. 
,, 7030300 INDUSTRIAL MEC HANICS 
SUMlER AREA TfCIINICAL COLLEGE 0 
117030301 INDUSTRIAL MECHANICS TECHNOLOGY 
If 7040800 WATCHMAKING 
47060200 AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE TECHNOLOGY 
BOB JON ES UNIVER S ITY 3 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 6 
TRIDENT TEC HNICAL COLLEGE 8 
SUB"IOTAL --17 --0 0 --0 0 
47060300 AUTO BODY REPAIR 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 2 
47060400 AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 0 
47060500 DIESEL EQUIPMENT MECHANIC 
BOB JONES UNIVER S ITY 0 
76 
MA STLR' S 
U. S. O.E. 
lAXONOMY 
PR OGR AM NAM [S 
+ IN ST ITUl ION S ASSOC . BAClfELOR'S 15 1 PROr . SPEC IALI ST DOCTOR' S 1987 1987 1987 198 1 198 7 
47060500 DIESEL EQU IPM ENT MEC HANI C 
47080301 AUTOMOTIV E TECHNO LOGY (DI ESEL OPTION) 
TOT AL MEC HANI CS AND REPAIRERS 
480 10500 ENGINE ER I NG GRAPH I CS TECHNOLOGY CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TEC HNI CAL COLLEGE DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE FLORENCE-DARLINGTON HCHNICAL COLLEGE GREENVILLE TECHNI CAL COLLEGE MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE ORANGEClURG-CALIIOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE PIEDMONT TECHNICAL CO i.L EGE SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COL.LEGE SUMfER AREA TECHNICA L. COLLEGE TRI-COUNTY TEC HNI CAL COL.LEGE YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBlOTAL 
t18019901 I NOUS TR I AL DRAr r I Nr; 











6 - 511 
AIKEN TEC HNICAL. COLLEGE 0 CHESTERFIEI.D-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 1 DENMARK TEC HNICAL COLLEGE 0 FLORENCE-DARLINGTON 1ECIINI CAL COLLEGE 5 GREENVILLE TEC HNI CAL COLLEGE 13 HORRY-GEORG ETOWN I EC HNI CAL COLLEGE 0 MIDLAND S TECHNICAL COLLEGE 19 ORANG EBURG-CALHOUN l EC HNI CAL COLLEGE 2 PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COL LEGE 0 SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 13 
0 0 0 0 
--0 
0 0 --0 
77 
' 
U.S . O.E. PROGRAM NAM ES MASTER'S TAXONOMY + INSTITUTION S ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPEC I ALI ST DOCTOR'S 
1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
L18050300 MACHI NE TOOL 
SUMTER AHEA TEC HNI CAL COLLEGE () 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 9 
THIDENT TEC HNICAL COLLEGE 7 
SUBTOTAL ~ --0 --0 --0 --0 
48050400 METAL FABR ICAT ION 
/180 50800 WFLD ING 
AI KEN TECHNICAL COLI.EGE" 0 
l OlAL PRECISION PRODUCTION 127 0 0 0 0 
50030100 DANCE 
COKER COLLEGE 1 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 2 
SUBTOTAL ---0 --3 0 0 () 
500110100 VISUAL ARTS 
' CLEMSO N UNIV ERS I rY 6 
500 /1 0300 CO MM ERC IAL ART 
BEN ED I CT COL LEGE 4 
COKER COLLEGE 3 
SUBTOTAL - 75 - - 7 - 0 0 0 
50050100 DRAMATIC ART S 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 0 
s.c. STATE COLL.EGE 0 
BOB JON ES UNIVERSITY 0 3 
COKER COLLEGE 11 
78 
U.S.O.F. PROGRAM NAM [S M/\ S IIH' S IAXONOMY + I NS r I TUl ION S ASSOC . 13ACIIFLOH'S 1 S l PROr . SPE CIALI ST DOC lOR' S 
1987 1987 1987 198 7 1987 
50050 100 DRAMAl IC ART S 
COLlJMl31A COLLEGE 9 CONVER SE COLLEGE 2 FURMAN UNIVERSITY __ _Q 
SUBTOTAL --0 15 --3 --0 0 
50050 101 THEATRE AND SPEfCH 
u.s. c. - COLU MBIA 12 10 
50060200 Cl NF. MA TOG RA PHY 
BOB JONES UNIV ERS ll Y 5 3 
50070100 FIN[ ARl S , GENFHAL 
COLLEGE OF CIIAHUSTON 50 WINTHROP COLLEGE 19 COKER COLLEGE. 3 LIMESTONE COLLEGE 0 MORRI S COLLEGE 0 PRESBYfERIAN COLLEGE 2 SUBfOTAL --0 --74 ---·o ---0 0 
50070300 ART HI STOf"lY 
u.s.c. - COL UMBIA 4 0 COKER COLLEGE 0 CONVERSF COLLEGE 0 FURMAN UNIVERSITY 0 WOFrORD COLLEGE _ _2 
SUBTOIAL - 7 9 - 0 ---0 --0 
50070301 APPLI ED ART HISlORY 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 
50070 400 ARTS MANAG EMENT 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 
79 
U.S.0.E. PROGRAM NAMES MASTER'S 
TAXONOMY + INSTITUTIONS ASSOC . BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPECIALIST DOCTOR'S 
1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
5007990 1 ART STUDIO 
s .c . ST A TE COLLl:.GE 1 
u.s .c. - COLUMBIA 63 2 
CO NV ERSE COLLEGE 6 
SUBTOTAL --0 ~ 2 0 () 
50079902 ART 
r RAN CIS MAR ION COLLEGE 0 
LAN DER COLLEGE 9 
u. s .c . - COL UMBIA 1 3 
WINTH ROP COL LEGE 6 
ALLE N UNIV ERS l lY 0 
BOB JO NES UNIV ERS ITY 6 0 
CL AFL IN COLLEGE 6 
COKER COL LEGE 0 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 7 
CO NV ERSE COLLEGE 0 
FURMAN UNIV ERS ITY 7 
L IM EST ON E COL LEGE 3 
NfW BER RY COLLEGE 3 
SUBTOTAL - 75 - ~ --1-3 0 () 
50080 100 CO MM ERC IA L GR APHI CS 
MI DLA NDS lECIINI CAL COLLEGE 2 
TR ID ENl TECH NI CAL COLLEGE 17 
SUBTOT AL --19 --() 0 --0 --0 
50080 10 1 GR APHI C COMMUNI CATIONS 
CLEMSO N UNIVERS ITY 15 
50090100 MU S IC 
u. s .c. - COL UMBIA 33 14 
WINTH RO P COL LEGE 1 3 
ALLE N UNIV ERS ITY 0 
80 
U.S.O.F.. PHOGRAM NAMF S M/\ S II R' S 1/\XONOMY + IN S.IITUl"ION S /\ SSOC. BACHELOR'S 1 S I PROF. Sl'ECI/\LI S I DOCTOR'S 
1987 198 7 1987 1987 198 7 
50090100 MUSIC 
BOB JONFS UNIV ERS IT Y lll l1 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 3 COKER COLLEGF. 5 COLUMBIA COLLEGE 1 1 CONVEHSE COLLEGE 5 5 ER SKINE CO i.L EGE 1 FURMAN UNIV ERSITY 2 1 LIMESTONE COL LEGE 3 MO RR IS COLLEGE 10 
PRE SBYTERIAN COLLEGE 3 ANDER SON COLLEGE 2 
SUBTOf/\L ----2 - 100 -- 27 ----5 --0 
50090101 MUSIC (1.IBER/\L ARTS PROGRAM) 
WINTH ROP COLLF.GE 8 BOU JONES UNIVERSIT Y 0 0 CO NVER SE COLLEGE 2 FURMAN UN I VFRS I TY 2 
NEWBERR Y COLLEGE 0 SUB ro I AL - 7 - 72 - 0 --0 --5 
50090200 MUSIC HISTORY 
u.s.c. - COL UMBIA () 
50090 300 MUSIC PERFORMANCE 
U.S. C. - COL UMBIA 
5009030 1 APPLIED MU S IC 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 0 NEWBERRY COLLEGE ----2 SUBTOTAL - - 0 5 - - 0 - - 0 --0 
50090400 MUS IC THEORY 
NEWBERR Y COLLEGf 0 
., 
81 
U.S.O . E. PROGRAM NAM [S MASTER'S TAXONOMY + IN STITUTIONS ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1sr PROF. SPECIALIST DOCTOR'S .. 1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
500901101 MUSIC COMPOSITION 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 2 
50099901 MUSICOLOGY 
CONVfRSE COLLEGE 0 
50999901 SPEECH&: THEAIRE 
LANDER COLLEGE 1 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 0 
SUBTOTAL --0 --1 --0 --0 --0 
50999902 SPEECH/DRAMA 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 1, 
TOTAL VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 21 380 66 0 ] 
82 
U. S. 0. r.. PHOGHAM NAM[ S 
lAXONOMY + IN S fllUrlONS 
010 10~00 FARM MANAG [ MENT 
BOB JONES UNIVFRSI rY 
TOTAL AGRIBUSINESS & AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 
06010100 BUSINESS AND CO MM ERCE, GENERAL 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
COLUMBIA JR. COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - COLUMB IA 
RUlLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARTA NBURG 
HORRY-GFORGElOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBrOl AL 
060110100 BUS I NESS ADMINI STRAT ION 
COLUMBIA JR . COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
06070103 HOTEL/MOT EL ADMINISTRATION 
COLUMBIA JR. COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
06200101 TRADE MANAGEM ENT 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
TOTAL BUSINESS ANO MANAGEMENf 
07010100 ACCOUNTING 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - COLUMBIA 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE -GR EE NVILLE 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARTANBURG 
SUBTOTAL 
07030100 DATA PROCESSING 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE -GREENVILLE 



















U.S.O.E. PROGRAM NAME S 
TAXONOMY + INSTllUTIONS 
07030102 COMPUT ER DATA PROCESS ING ASSISTANT 
HORR Y-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLL EGE 
07030103 MICROCOMPUTERS FOR SMALL BUSINESS 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
07030?01 COMPUTER OPERATIONS 
SPARlANBURG TECHNICAL COLL EGE 
07030202 MICROCOMPUTER OPERATOR 
RUTLEDGE COLL EGE - CHARLESTON 
07030300 DATA ENTRY 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - COLUMBIA 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARTANBURG 
SUBTOTAL 
07040102 SUPERVISORY MANAGEMENT 
SPARTANBURG ME rltOD I ST COLLEGE 
07060501 MEDICAL SECRETARY TRANSCRIPTIONIST 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
07060600 SECRETARIAL SCI ENCE 
ANDERSON COLLEGE 
COLUMBIA JR. COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - CHARLESTON 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARTANBURG 
SUBJOTAL 
07060700 STENOGRAPHY 




















U.S.O.E. PROGRAM NAM ES TAX ONOMY • INSTITUTI ONS 
07060700 STENOGRAPHY 
CHESTERFIELD- MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COL LEGE MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE TRI - COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
07060800 WORD PROCESSING 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - CHARLESTON RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - COLUMBIA RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - GREENVILLE RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARTANBURG 
SUBTOTAL 
07060801 INFORMATION PROCESSING 
ANDERSON COLLEGE 
07070100 SECRETARIAL TECHNOLOGY 
COLUMBIA JR . COLLEGE OF BUSINESS RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - COLUMBIA 
SUBTOTAL 
07070500 GENERAL OFFICE 
COLUMBIA JR. COLLEGE OF BUSINESS RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - COLUMBIA AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 































PROGRAM NAM ES 
+ INSTITUTION S 
07070500 GE NER AL OFfl CE 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN lECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MI DLA ND S TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT lEC HNI CAL COLLEGE 
SPARlANBURG l EC HNI CAL COL I.EGE 
SUM TER AREA TEC HNI CAL COLLEGE 
TR I- CO UN TY TECH NI CAL COLLEGE 
TR IDfNT TEC HNI CAL COLL EGE 
WI LL IAM SBURG TEC HNI CAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOIAL 
TOTAL BUSIN ESS AND OFFICE 
08010200 FASIIION MERCHANDISING 
RUlL EDGE COLLEGE - COLUMBIA 
RUTL EDGE COLLEGE - SPARTANBURG 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
TOTAL MARK ET ING AND DISTRIBUTION 
100 10402 TELEPRODUCTION 
YORK TECHNICAL CO LLEG E 
TOTAL COMMUNICATIONS fECIINOLOGIES 
11010100 COMPUIER SCIENCE 
COKER COLLEGE 
TOTAL COMPUTER ANO IN FORMATION SCIENCES 





















U.S. O.[ . PROGRAM NAMES 
IAXONOMY + IN Sl I TU T IONS 
12040200 BARB ERIN G 
DENMARK f EC HNI CAL CO LLEGE 
12040300 COSM ETOLOGY 
BOB JONES UNIV ERSIT Y 
TECHNICAL COLL EGE OF THE LOW COUNTRY 
DENMARK TECHNI CAL COLLEGE 
WILLIAMSBURG TEC HNI CAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
TOTAL CONSUMER, PERSONAL, & MISC SERVI CE S 
131 20200 EL EMENIARY EDUCATION, GENERAL 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
131 201!00 EARLY CH I LDHOOD EOU CAT I ON 
U.S. C. - CO LUMBIA 
13130200 ART EDUCATION 
U.S. C. - CO LUMBIA 
13130300 BUSINESS EDU CATION 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA 
13130500 ENGL I Sit EDU C/\ TI ON 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA 
13130601 FRENCH EDUCAl ION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
13130602 GERMAN [DUCAT ION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 















U.S.O.E. PROGRAM NAMES CERTIFICATE 
TAXO NOMY + IN STITUTIONS 1987 
131 30603 LATIN EDUCATION 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 0 
1 3 1 3060t1 SPANISH EDUCATION 
u.s.c . - COLUMBIA 
13 131100 MATH EMATIC S EDUCATION 
u.s.c. - COL UM BIA 6 
i3 131 200 MU S IC EDUCATION 
u.s.c . - COLUMBIA 32 
13131!100 PHYS ICAL EDUCATION 
lJ . S. C. - COLUMBIA 11 
13131600 NATURAL SCIENCE EDUCAl ION 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 0 
13131601 BIOLOGY EDU CATI ON 
U.S . C. - COLUMBIA 3 
13131602 CHEMI STRY ED UCAI ION 
u.s. c . - COLUMBIA 0 
13131603 PHYSI CS EDU CAT ION 
u.s .c. - COLUMBIA 0 
13131800 SOCIAL STUDI ES ED UCATION 
u. s .c . - COLUMBIA 3 
88 
U.S. 0.E. PROGRAM NAM [S 
TA XO NOMY + IN Sf l TUf lONS 
131 3990 1 HIS TORY FDUCAT ION 
U. S. C. - COLU MBIA 
13139902 PSYC HOLOGY ED UCAT ION 
U.S . C. - COL UMBIA 
TOTAL EDUCATION 
15020 101 CIVIL ENGIN EER ING AID E 
SUMTER AR EA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
15039901 INDUSTRIAL ELECfRICITY/ELECTRONICS 
AIKEN TE CHNICAL COLLEGE 
T[CHN I CAL COLLEGE or lll[ LOI-I CO UNTRY 
CHES r ER r I ELD-MARUWRO TECIIN I CAL COL LE GE 
DENMARK TECIIN I CAL COLLEGE 
FLORF:NCE-DARLINGfON fECIINICAI. COi LEGE 
GREENVILLE l EC HNICAL COLLEGE 
HORRY -G EORGE rm-m TEC IIN I CAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TEC HNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENf TECHNICAL COLL EGE 
WILLIAMSBU RG l EC HNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK I EC HNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
15019904 INOUSTRIAL ELECTRONI CS TECHNOLOGY 
PIEDMONT TEC HNICAL COLLE GE 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI- CO UNT Y TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUB fOTAL 
1506030 1 INDU STR IAL LAB ASS ISTANT 

























U.S.O.E. PROGRAM NAM ES 
TAXO NOMY + IN ST ITUTION S 
15080300 AUTOMO TIVE lECIINOLOGY 
AI KEN TEC IINICAL COLLEGE 
l EC HN I CAL CO L.L EGE OF ·111 E LOW COUNTRY 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLOR ENCE-DARLINGTON TEC HNI CAL COL LE GE 
HORRY-GEORG ETO WN TEC HNICAL COLLEGE 
ORAN GEB URG- CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PI EDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLFGE 
lRID ENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
TOIAL ENGIN ECR ING AND RELATED TECIINOL.OGIES 
17010100 DENfAL ASSISTING 
FLORENCE -DARLINGfON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TEC HNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TEC HNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBfOfAL 
1702 1000 RESPIRATOR Y TIIERAPY TECHNOLOGY 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLI.EGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTO"f AL 
17021100 SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEG E 































PROG RA1'1 NAM ES 
+ IN ST ITUTIONS 
17021100 SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNI CAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG - CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
17039901 MEDICAL LAB OFFICE ASSISTANT 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
17050300 MEDICAL ASSISTANT TECHNOLOGY 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - COLUMBIA 
17050500 MEDICAL ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - CHARLESTON 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - GREENVILLE 
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARTANBURG 
SUBTOTAL 
17050701 PHARMACY TECHNOLOGY 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
17060200 NURSING ASSISTANT 



















U.S.0.E. PROGRAM NAM ES 
lAXONOMY + INSTITUTIONS 
CERT I F I CA TE 
1987 
17060500 PRACTICAL NU RS ING 
TEC HNICAL COLLEGE OF THE LOW COU NTRY 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TEC IIN I CAL COLLEGE 
GREE NVILLE TEC HNI CAL COLLEGE 
HOR RY-GEORG ETO WN TEC HNI CAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TEC HNI CAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUIHOTAL 
17070600 OR rHOPl I CS/OPltTHALM IC TECIINOLOGY 
MEDI CAL UNIV ERSITY or s.c 
17081800 RES PIRATORY lHERAPY 
SPARTANBURG I EC IINICAL COLLEGE 
TOTAL ALLIED HEALTH 














SHERMAN COLLEGE OF STRAIGHT CHIROPRACT IC 0 
18100801 GER ONTOLOGY 
U.S .C. - CO LUMBIA 10 
18110200 ANE STH ES IA FOR NUR SES 
MEDICAL UNIVERSIT Y or s.c 9 
18110300 NUR S ING-MATERNAL / Cit I LO HEAL TII 
MEDICAL UNIVERSll Y OF S.C 0 
9 2 
U. S.O.[. PROG RAM NAM ES 
lAXO NOMY + IN S TITUTION S 
18119904 PRIMARY CARE NU RS IN G 
U.S . C. - COLUMBIA 
18119905 TEC HNICAL NURSING 
RUTL EDG E COLL EGE - COLUMBIA 
TOTAL IIEAL TM SC I F.NCE S 
19070500 GERONTOLOGY 
LANDER COLLEGE 
ALLEN UNIVER S ITY 
SUBTOTAL 
TOTAL HOME ECONOMICS 
20020200 CHILD DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANT 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLL EGE 
SUBTOTAL 
20020201 CHILD CARE ASSISTANT 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COL.LEGE 
20030300 COMMERCIAL SEWING 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TOTAL VOCATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS 
21010200 BUILDING CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
















U.S.0.E. PROGHAM NAM fS 
TAXONOMY + IN STITUTIONS 
21010200 BUILDING CO NSTR UCTION TECHNOLOGY 
SUMTER AR EA TECHNICAi COLLEGE 
SUBIOTAL 
TOTAL INDU ST RIAL ARTS 
23060 100 LINGUISTICS 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
TOTAL LET IERS 
25030 100 LIBRARY TECHNICAL ASST 
rLORENCE-DARLINGION TECHNICAL COLLEG E 
25050 100 MUSfUM MANAG EMENT 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
TOTAL LIBRARY AND ARCHIVAL SCIENCES 
30999905 INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 
COKER COLLEGE 
TOTAL MULTI/INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES 
39020100 BIBLE 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
39030102 MEDICAL MISSIONS 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
TOTAL rHEOLOGY 













U.S.0 .E. PROGRAM NAM ES 
lAXONOMY + IN ST ITUTI ONS 
41 030 10 1 CHEMI CAL LAB ASS ISTANT 
A I KEN TECIIN I CAL COLLEGE 
TOTAL SCIENCE TECHNOLOGI ES 
43010300 CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
SPARlANBURG METHOOI ST COLLEGE 
TOTAL PROTECTIV E SERVICES 
46010100 MASONRY 
TECHNICAL COLLEGE or TIIE LOW COUNTRY 
WILLIAM SBURG lECIINICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
46020100 CARPENTRY 
BOO JONES UNIV ERSITY 
TECHNICI\L COLLEGE or TIIE LOW COUNTRY 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECIIN I CAL CO LL EGE 
WILLIAMSBURG l EC ltNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
46040100 GENERAL MAINIENAN CE 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
46050200 PIPEFITTING 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION TRAD ES 























PROGRAM NAME S 
+ INSTITUT ION S 
ELECTRONIC S TECHNOLOGY 
DfNMAHK TECHNICAL COLl .fGE 
MIULANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECIINICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
HEATING, VENTILATION & AIR CONDITIONING 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
HORR Y-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALIIOUN TEUIN I CAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPAR rANBURG TECltN I CAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBlOlAL. 
AIR CONDITIONING/REFRIGERATION MECH . 
TECHNICAL COLLEGE OF THE LOW COUNTRY 
CHESrERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECIINICAL COLLEGE 
IIORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT lECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK lECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
INDUSTRIAL MECHANICS 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
CHESlERFIELD-MARLBORO TECIINIGAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGrON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 






































PROGRAM NAML S 
+ INSflTUTIONS 
INDUSTRIAL MECHANICS 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN l[CHNI CAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG fECIINICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENf TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
INDUSTRIAL MEC HANICS TECHNOLOGY 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WATCHMAKING 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN lECHNICAL COLLEGE 
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE TECHNOLOGY 
BOB JONES UNIVER S ITY 
AUTO BODY REPAIR 
TECHNICAL COLLEGE Of THE LOW COUNTRY 
DENMARK lECI-INICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
AUTOMOTIVE MEC HANIC 
BOB JONES UNIVER S ITY 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNI CAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE lECHNICAL COLLEGE 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECIINICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
























U.S. 0. E. PR OG RAM NAM ES 
TAXONOMY + IN S TllUTION S 
47060400 AU TOMOTIV E MEC HANI C 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL CO LLEGE 
YORK lECHNICAL COLL EGE 
SUBTOTAL 
47060500 DIESEL EQUIPMENT MECHANIC 
BOB JON ES UNIV ERS ITY 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLI. EGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALltOUN TE CHNICAL COL LEGE 
SPARlANBURG TECHNICAL COLL EGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
lOTAL MECHANICS ANO REPAIRERS 
1180 l 0500 ENG I NE ER I NG GRAPH I CS TECHNOLOGY 
GREENVILLE TECltN I CAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG lECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNT Y TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
L18019901 I rmusrn I AL DRAr TI NG 
AIKEN lECHNICAL COLLEGf 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN lECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
lRID ENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WILLIAMSBURG I ECltNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
48050300 MACHINE TOOL 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 































PROGRAM NAM ES 
+ INSTITU T ION S 
MACHINE TOOL 
TECHNICAL COLL EGE OF TH E LOW COUNTRY CH[ STERFl[LD-MARLDORO TEC HNI CAL COLLEGE 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGlON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNI CAL COLLE GE 
HORRY-GEORG ETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLL EGE 
SPARTANBUHG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
fHI-COUNTY fECHNICAL COLLEGE 
IHIDENf TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WILLIAMSl-'URG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YOHK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
MErAL FABHICATION 
AIKEN lECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WELDING 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TECHNICAL COLLEGE OF THE LOW COUNTRY 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAi . COLL EGE 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEG E 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAi. COLLEGE 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEG E 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOlAL 
TOTAL PHECISION PRODUCTION 




































PROGRAM NAM ES 
+ IN ST llU TION S 
50080 101 GRAPHIC COMMUNI CAT ION S 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 





DEGREES AWARDED DY IN STI IUTI ON 
TIIE CITADEL 
CLEMSO N UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
FRANC IS MARION COLLEGE 
LANDER COLLEGE 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C 
S.C. ST AT E COLLEGE 
U.S.C. - COL UMBIA 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 
U.S.C. - COASlAL CAROLINA 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CIIARLESTON 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
CENTRAL WE SLEYAN COLLEGE 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 
COKER CO i LEGE 
COLUMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE & SEMINARY 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 








SHERMAN COLLEGE OF STRAIGHT CHIROPRACTIC 
SOUTHERN METHOD I ST COLLEGE 
VOORHE ES COLLEGE 
WOFFORD COLLEGE 
U.S.C. - BEAUFORT 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 
U.S.C. - SALKEHATCHIE 
U. S.C. - SUMTER 
U.S.C. - UNION 
MA S l tR'S 
ASSOC. BACHELOR'S 1SI r Ror. SPEC IALI ST Dn1: 10R ' S 



























































































































































































DEGREES AWARDED BY INSTITUTION MASTER'S 
ASSOC . BACHELOR'S 1ST PROF. SPEC I ALIST DOCTOR'S 
1987 1987 1987 1987 1987 
ANDERSON COLLEGE 171 0 0 0 0 
'1 CLINTON JR. COLLEGE 24 0 0 0 0 COLUMBIA JR. COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 125 0 0 0 0 NIELSEN ELECTRONICS INSTITUTE 60 0 0 0 0 NORTH GREENVILLE COLLEGE 64 0 0 0 0 RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - CHARLESTON 51 0 0 0 0 RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - COLUMBIA 42 0 0 0 0 RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARTANBURG 8 0 0 0 0 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST COLLEGE 153 0 0 0 0 AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 82 0 0 0 0 
TECHNICAL COLLEGE OF THE LOW COUNTRY 72 0 0 0 0 CHESTERFIELD- MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 47 0 0 0 0 DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 119 0 0 0 0 FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 225 0 0 0 0 GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 565 0 0 0 0 HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 163 0 0 0 0 MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 602 0 0 0 0 ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 180 0 0 0 0 PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 210 0 0 0 0 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 204 0 0 0 0 SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 138 0 0 0 0 
TRI - COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 258 0 0 0 0 TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 371 0 0 0 0 WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 28 0 0 0 0 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 185 0 0 0 0 -- -- n GRAND TOTAL 4716 12562 3933 78 266 
~ 
102 
DEGREES AWAR DED BY INSTJTUT!ON 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
COLUMBIA JR. COLLEGE OF BUSINESS NORTH GREENVILLE COLLEGE RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - CHARLESTON RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - COLUMBIA RUTLEDGE COLLEGE - SPARTANBURG AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE TECHNICAL COLLEGE OF THE LOW COUNTRY CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE FLORENCE-DA.RLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE HORRY - GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GRP.ND TOTAL 
CERTIFICATE 
1987 
9 
115 
59 
l 
2 
56 
28 
7 
80 
30 
6 
62 
62 
132 
38 
176 
97 
78 
137 
20 
25 
141 
7 
67 
1435 
103 
• 
l 
,-
' 
. "' 
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